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Abstract 
In traditional floorplanners, area minimization is an important issue. How-
ever, due to the recent advances in VLSI technology, the number of transistors 
in a design are increasing rapidly and so are their switching speeds. This has 
increased the importance of interconnect delays and routability in the overall 
performance of a circuit. We should consider interconnect planning, buffer 
planning and routability as early as possible. 
In this thesis, we study and implement two rout ability-driven floorplanners 
(based on different assumptions on the buffer requirements) with congestion 
estimation and buffer planning. The routability-driven floorplanner evaluates 
the routability of a floorplan by computing the probability that a net will 
pass through each particular location of a floorplan taken into account buffer 
locations and routing blockages. Experimental results show that our congestion 
model can optimize congestion and delay (by successful buffer insertions) of a 
circuit better with only a slight penalty in area. 
Interconnect-driven floorplanners can perform congestion optimization and 
buffer planning effectively but there is a significant penalty in run time. In 
ii 
this thesis, we also propose a method to reduce interconnect cost of a floor-
plan by searching alternative packings. We have found that if a floorplan F 
contains some rectangular supermodules, we can rearrange those blocks in the 
supermodule to obtain a new floorplan with the same area as F but with a 
smaller interconnect cost. Experimental results show that we can reduce the 
interconnect cost of a floorplan without any penalty in area and runtime by 
using this method. 
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Floorplanning plays an important role in physical design of VLSI circuits. 
It plans the shapes and locations of the modules on a chip, and the result 
of which will greatly affect the overall performance of the final circuit. In the 
past, area minimization is the major concern in floorplan design. As technology 
continues to scale down, the sizes of the transistors are getting smaller and a 
significant portion of the circuit delay is coming from interconnects. In some 
advanced systems today, as much as 80% of the clock cycle is consumed by 
interconnects [5]. The domination of interconnect in system performance has 
made area minimization less important while routability and delay has become 
the major concern in floorplanning and many other designing steps. 
Traditional floorplanners have not paid enough attention to interconnect 
optimization. This results in a large expansion in area, or even an unroutable 
design failing in achieving timing closure after detailed routing. Buffer in-
sertion is one of the most popular and effective techniques to achieve timing 
closure. It was projected that over TOOK repeaters will be inserted on a sin-
gle chip for the 70 nm technology [6]. In the current practice, buffers are 
inserted after routing. However, buffers also take up silicon resources (40x to 
200X minimum inverter size) and cannot be inserted wherever we want. Thus, 
1 
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buffers should be planned in the early stage so that the rest of the design pro-
cess may make better of use the buffer resources. Besides, buffers contribute 
delay and area, and their locations should be carefully planned. A good plan-
ning of the module positions during the floorplanning stage so that buffers can 
be inserted wherever needed in the later routing stages will be very useful. 
In addition, the congestion problem is also very important. An excessive 
congestion will result in a local shortage of routing resource. It will lead to 
a large expansion in area, or even an unroutable design failing in achieving 
timing closure after detailed routing. In the floorplanning stage, accurate 
routing demand is not available but it is too late to make significant changes 
in placement after detailed routing. Thus, a good estimation algorithm is 
required for congestion analysis during the earlier stages of the design process. 
1.2 Progress on the Problem 
There are several previous works addressing the interconnect issues in floorplan 
design. In the papers [31，13，48, 5, 3], the authors have formulated different 
congestion-related cost functions (always evaluated by some simple global rout-
ing) including a hybrid length plus congestion and these cost functions are then 
optimized by applying some heuristics such as simulated annealing and genetic 
algorithm. In the paper [5], a floorplan is divided into grids and congestion is 
estimated at each grid, assuming that each wire is routed in either L-shaped 
or Z-shaped. They use a simple and fast congestion model but buffer inser-
tion is not considered. The paper [42] have found that the congestion-related 
cost functions cannot reduce congestion effectively. It is because simple global 
routing may have a large difference with the final detail routing. Thus, they 
proposed a post processing stage to minimize congestion by applying a net-
centric algorithm. Besides that, Lou et al. [20] apply probabilistic analysis to 
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estimate congestion and routability, and they show that their estimations cor-
relate well with post-route congestion. However their congestion model does 
not take into account buffer insertions. 
Cong et al. define in their paper [7] the term feasible region of a net, which 
is, the largest polygon in which a buffer can be inserted such that the tim-
ing constraint can be satisfied. The locations of these feasible regions can be 
computed and buffers are clustered into blocks in these feasible regions along 
the channel areas. Sarkar et al. [33] adds into the notion of independence to 
feasible regions so that the the feasible regions of different buffers on a net can 
be computed independently. They also try to improve routability by consid-
ering congestion in their objective function. Tang and Wong [38] proposed an 
optimal algorithm to assign buffers to buffer blocks assuming that only one 
buffer is needed per net. In the paper [41], a realistic global router is used 
to evaluate congestion of each candidate placement solution. Dragan et al. [9' 
use a multi-commodity flow-based approach to allocate buffers to some pre-
existing buffer blocks such that the required upper and lower bounds on buffer 
intervals can be satisfied as much as possible. Alpert et al. [2] make use of 
tile graph and dynamic programming to perform buffer block planning. They 
propose that buffers should be allowed to be inserted inside macro blocks and 
- their method will distribute buffer sites throughout the layout. 
1.3 Our Contributions 
In order to address the interconnect issues in floorplan design, we propose three 
different approaches to achieve the goal. 
First, we propose to use a probabilistic method to estimate congestion and 
routability with buffer insertions [34]. Probabilistic analysis can address the 
problem in a more global way and can thus give a more accurate estimation 
on the interconnect information. In order to consider the buffer issues in 
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congestion estimation, we need to compute the exact buffer locations for each 
net. Dynamic programming [8] is used to compute the buffer locations in an 
interconnect tree in the paper [17]. In order to speed up the process, we employ 
a table look-up approach to store and retrieve the delay and buffer information 
of a net. This allows flexible handling of the buffer information efficiently. 
Second, we propose another probabilistic method to estimate congestion 
and mutability under a more realistic assumption on buffer locations [35]. In-
stead of computing the exact locations of the buffers，we assume that buffers 
are constrained to be inserted for long enough wires such that the distance be-
tween adjacent buffers is lying within a range [low, up] given by the user. We 
call this the variable interval buffer insertion constraint [9，2]. For example, 
according to [14], global repeater rules for a high-end microprocessor design in 
0.25 fim CMOS requires repeaters at intervals of at most 4500 fim, and we can 
model this situation by assigning the low and up appropriately. In this floor-
planner, we will estimate congestion at each grid subjecting to the given buffer 
insertion constraint. Notice that the congestion at each location is dependent 
on the routes of the wires while the route of a wire is, in turn, dependent on 
the availability of buffer resources along the route. This availability of buffer 
resources can be estimated from the amount of empty space at each location 
and the number of possible buffer insertions at that location. We compute the 
congestion information assuming that every route is equally likely to be used as 
long as the buffer insertion constraint can be satisfied. The computation can 
be performed efficiently by using dynamic programming and a table lookup 
approach. Besides, we have used a two stage simulated annealing method to 
speed up the whole floorplanning process. In order to verify the usefulness of 
our method, we have implemented a simple global router for testing and the 
experimental results can demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our 
floorplanner. 
Finally, we propose a method to reduce the interconnect cost of a floorplan 
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by searching alternative packings. We have found that if there is a floorplan F 
containing some rectangular supermodules, we can rearrange the blocks in the 
supermodules to obtain a new floorplan with the same area as F but with a 
smaller interconnect cost. In general, the alternative packings can be obtained 
by flipping the blocks in some rectangular supermodules either horizontally or 
vertically or both horizontally and vertically. Experiments show that we can 
reduce the interconnect cost of a given floorplan without any penalty in area 
and runtime by using this method. 
1.4 Thesis Organization 
This thesis is organized as follows. We will give an introduction in chapter 1. 
There will be an overview on flooplanning in chapter 2. Some papers on 
interconnect-driven floorplanning will be reviewed in chapter 3. Floorplanner 
with fixed buffer planning and flexible buffer planning will be discussed in 
chapter 4 and chapter 5 respectively. The simple global router that is used to 
evaluate the floorplanners will be discussed in chapter 6. The interconnect-
driven floorplanner will be discussed in chapter 7. Finally, we will have a 




Floorplanning is an important step in the physical design cycle of VLSI circuits. 
As circuits become very large, an automatic block placement tool is needed 
to satisfy both the timing and area constraints. In traditional floorplanners, 
area minimization is an important issue. However, due to the advances in 
VLSI technology, sizes of transistors have been decreasing and their switching 
speeds increasing. This has increased the importance of interconnect delay 
with respect to the overall performance of the circuit. In this chapter, we will 
have a review on floorplanning. 
2.1.1 The Role of Floorplanning 
VLSI circuit design is an extremely complex process today. A design may have 
billion of transistors and it is difficult to handle them manually. In order to 
achieve a design with good performance, several stages such as partitioning, 
floorplanning, placement, routing and compaction are included in the physical 
design cycle. An example is shown in figure 2.1. 
After partitioning, the whole circuit is divided into many sub-circuits or 
blocks. At that time, the area of each block can be estimated. In the floorplan-
ning stage, the floorplanner can minimize the deadspace between the blocks 
6 
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Figure 2.1: Physical design cycle 
and the total wirelength of the interconnections. As a result, floorplan design 
is one of the most important problems in VLSI circuit layout [27 . 
A poor floorplan design will result in a packing with a lot of deadspace 
(figure 2.2). The deadspace is the space that is wasted. A floorplanner will 
try to minimize the total area of the circuit. In addition, the floorplanner will 
also try to minimize the total wirelength of the packing. It is because longer 
wirelength may result in larger time delay. Although the exact wirelength of 
a circuit cannot be known until routing is performed because the exact pin 
locations are unknown in the floorplanning stage, some appropriate methods 
for wirelength estimation will be applied to achieve the goal. Moreover, the 
final circuit layout should be routable. Some appropriate congestion models 
have been proposed to model the routability of the packing in order to minimize 
the congestion of the packing during floorplanning stage. Thus, there are three 
major objectives in floorplanning: area optimization, time delay optimization 
and routability. 
2.1.2 Wirelength Estimation 
In the floorplanning stage, the positions of the I/O pins in the modules are not 
yet fixed so we cannot calculate the actual wirelength in this stage. In tradi-
tional floorplanner, half-perimeter estimation and center-to-center estimation 
using the center of a module as the location of the I/O pins are most commonly 
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Figure 2.2: Deadspace of the layout 
used. An example is shown on figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3: Estimation of wirelength 
From the example of figure 2.3, if we use half-perimeter estimation, the 
wirelength is equal to a + 6. In general, the wirelength is equal to the half-
perimeter of the smallest rectangle that can bound inside all the centers of 
the modules. If we use center-to-center estimation, the wirelength is equal to 
a + c + d. It is equal to the summation of the distances between the centers of 
the modules. 
2.1.3 Different Types of Floorplan 
There are three types of floorplan: slicing, mosaic and general non-slicing 
floorplan (figure 2.4). 
A slicing floorplan is one that can be obtained by recursively cutting a 
rectangle into two parts by either a vertical or a horizontal line [43]. Otherwise, 
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Figure 2.4: Relationship between non-slicing, mosaic and slicing floorplan 
it is a non-slicing floorplan. A mosaic floorplan, first introduced in paper [12], 
is similar to a general non-slicing floorplan except that there is no empty 
room within the floorplan, i.e., each rectangle is assigned to one and only 
one block. Consequently, the general non-slicing floorplans can represent all 
packings including slicing and mosaic floorplans. An example is shown in 
figure 2.5. 
Can be represented by slicing， 
” ‘ - mosaic and general non-slicing 
floorplan 
議_______ lii__ll __li_iiili_____ 
' '‘r 、 Cannot be represented by slicing 
？ 、 ？、 floorplan 
Can be represented by mosaic and 
general non-slicing floorplan 
1 Cannot be represented by slicing 
、 and mosaic floorplan 
— Can be represented by general non-
、 ’i、、:’‘ “ slicing floorplan 
Figure 2.5: Example for different floorplans 
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In general, slicing floorplan is computationally easier to handle [28] but its 
application is very limited since most of the dissections are non-slicing [15 , 
Similarly, mosaic floorplan is computationally easier to handle than general 
non-slicing floorplan but it cannot represent all floorplans. 
2.2 Representations of Floorplan 
Floorplan can be described by different representations. In this section, differ-
ent floorplanning representations are shown. 
2.2.1 Polish Expressions 
Slicing structures can be represented by either series-parallel graphs [28] or 
slicing trees [29]. Polish expression is an inorder traversal of the slicing tree 
such that each internal node of the tree is labeled either by a * or a +, cor-
responding to either a vertical or a horizontal cut, respectively. Each leaf 
corresponds to a basic rectangle and is labeled by a number between 1 and n 
when the slicing structure has n basic rectangles [43]. An example is shown in 
figure 2.6. 
However, there may be two or more Polish expressions (slicing trees) that 
correspond to a given slicing structure. This makes Polish expressions an un-
desirable choice for representing a solution in a simulated annealing process. 
As a result, normalized Polish expression is used. The normalized Polish ex-
pression is a Polish expression that no consecutive *，s or +’s appear in the 
Polish expression [43 . 
Polish expression is efficient and flexible to deal with hard, pre-placed, soft 
and rectilinear modules. It has a small construction time and a packing can 
be obtained from the slicing tree directly, i.e., no transformation process from 
the tree to the constraint graphs is needed. In addition, it can evaluate the 
area cost incrementally. However, it can handle slicing structures only. 
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Figure 2.6: Examples of Polish Expressions 
2.2.2 Sequence Pair 
Sequence Pair (SP) [21] is a very simply and powerful representation of a 
packing of rectangular modules [22]. It can represent any general non-slicing 
structure and every sequence pair will correspond to a feasible packing. An 
example is shown in figure 2.7. 
1 2 L a 
2 (132,312) L _ (2143,4231) 
3 
3 4 
Example 1 Example 2 
Figure 2.7: Corresponding packing of a Sequence Pair 
A Sequence Pair consists of two ordered sequences S2), 
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where the sequence elements Sij are unique integers from 0,1, ...M - 1. These 
integers are identifiers of the modules in the placement problem. From and 
5^ 2，the topological relationships "right o f , "below", "above", and "left o f 
can be defined as follows (topological relationship is the relationships between 
the modules in the packing is independent of module sizes): 
(a...c, a...c) —)• a is left to c 
{a...c, c...a) —> a is above c 
Consequently, given a sequence pair (X, Y), the horizontal relationship 
among the blocks is known and can be represented by a horizontal-constraint 
graph GhiV, E). Similarly, the vertical relationship among the blocks can also 
be represented by a vertical-constraint graph Gy{V,E). An example is shown 
in figure 2.8. Both graphs are vertex weighted, directed, and acyclic, so the 
longest path algorithm can be applied to determine the x and y coordinates 
of each block where the coordinates of a block are the coordinates of its lower 
left corner. As a result, the width and height of the chip are determined 
as the longest path length between the source and the sink in Gh and G”, 
respectively [21.. 
Sequence Pair approach can be extended to represent a packing of arbitrar-
ily shaped rectilinear blocks [15，45]. Each arbitrarily shaped rectilinear block 
is decomposed into a set of L-shaped blocks. They show that the algorithm 
achieves placements with excellent area utilization [45]. Moreover, the average 
time and space complexity of SP can be reduced by using the Directed View 
Algorithm [19]. Thus, sequence pair becomes more attractive to be used in 
placement-related optimization problems. 
Sequence Pair (SP) can handle all slicing and non-slicing structure and it is 
very flexible in representation. It has a good performance in handling modules 
with rectilinear shapes [45, 15]. However, the construction time and solution 
space are large. The solution space is large because when the relative position 
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Figure 2.8: Horizontal and vertical constraint graph for a SP 
of two blocks is both up and right, their relative position in the sequence pair 
can have multiple choices. This redundant representations will cause a one-
to-many mapping from a floorplan to the representations. As a result, some 
extended versions of SP are devised that can reduce the time complexity of 
floorplan realization from 0{n^) to [19] or 0{nlogn) [37, 18.. 
2.2.3 Bounded-Sliceline Grid (BSG) Structure 
BSG (Bounded-Sliceline Grid) was first introduced for packing of rectangular 
modules in paper [23]. It consists of horizontal and vertical bounded segments, 
called the BSG segments. The segments dissect the plane into rooms associated 
with binary relations "right-to" and "above" such that any two rooms are 
related uniquely in either one of the two ways. Modules are assigned into the 
rooms, with at most one in one room. Then one dimensional horizontal and 
vertical compaction will be used to pack the modules closely together. An 
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example is shown in figure 2.9. 
© I — I  ® 
I ® © I 
Figure 2.9: Structure of BSG 
In general, two directed acyclic graphs, horizontal BSG-constraint graph 
GhiVh, Eh) and vertical BSG-constraint graph Ey) are constructed from 
each BSG. From the graphs，the positions of the modules can be determined 
easily. The length and width of the packing can also be computed similarly. 
An example is shown in figure 2.10. 
The paper [24] shows that BSG based packing algorithm can handle pre-
placed modules and rectilinear modules. In addition, a floorplanner that can 
handle convex-rectilinear blocks is developed also based on the BSG represen-
tation [32]. It can handle all slicing and non-slicing structure but it has the 
same problem as the SP that the construction time and the solution space are 
large and many redundancies exist. 
2.2.4 O-Tree 
An n-node 0-tree is a tree with n + 1 node encoded by (T, tt), where T is a 
2n-bit string that identifies the structure of the tree, and tt is a permutation 
of the n node labels. When constructing T by traversing the tree [10], a '0' 
represents descending an edge and a T represents ascending an edge. An 
example is shown in figure 2.11. 
The nodes of an 0-tree represent rectangular blocks and the structure of 
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Figure 2.10: Constructing constraint graphs from a BSG 
the tree imposes positioning constraints between the modules both horizontally 
and vertically [10]: Each parent block must be placed to the left of its children 
and if two blocks overlap in their x-coordinate projection, the block having a 
larger index in the permutation tt must be placed on top of the one having a 
smaller index. An example is shown in figure 2.12. 
0-Tree can handle non-slicing structure. It has a smaller solution space 
and construction time. As a result, it is a very effective representation for non-
slicing floorplan. In addition, the 0-tree based placement tool [30] has good 
performance when dealing with analog designs taken from industry. However, 
the tree structure is irregular so it is more difficult to implement than BSG or 
SP in representation. In addition, it is not a topological representation, i.e., 
the packing transformed from the representation is dependent on block sizes. 
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T = 0010110011001011,7r = abcghdef 
Figure 2.11: The 0-Tree and its representation string 
2.2.5 B*-Tree 
A B*-tree [4] is an ordered binary tree (figure 2.13) whose root corresponds 
to the module on the bottom-left corner. The B*-tree can be constructed for 
an admissible placement P in a recursive fashion (admissible placement means 
that no blocks can shift left nor bottom when other blocks do not move). 
Starting from the root, the left sub-tree is constructed first and followed by 
the right sub-tree. Let Ri denote the set of modules located on the right-
hand side and adjacent to bi. The left child of the node m corresponds to the 
lowest module in FU that is unvisited. The right child of n^  corresponds to the 
module located above and adjacent to bi, with its x-coordinate equal to that 
of bi and its 沪coordinate less than that of the top boundary of the module on 
the left-hand side and adjacent to bi. 
If node rij is the left child of node n“ module hj must be located on the 
right-hand side and adjacent to module in the admissible placement, i.e., 
工j = ooi + w where w is the width of the module i. Besides, if node Uj is the 
right child of m, module bj must be located above and adjacent to module 
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Figure 2.12: An 0-tree and its corresponding block placement 
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Figure 2.13: A B*-Tree and its corresponding block placement 
with the x-coordinate of hj equal to that of bi, i.e., Xj = Xi. The coordinates of 
the root is (0,0), and the geometric information of any module can be obtained 
easily without constructing the constraint graphs for area cost evaluation. 
B*-Tree can handle non-slicing structure. It also inherits many nice prop-
erties from binary trees and thus are very simple, efficient, and flexible for 
manipulating various types of modules and constraints directly and incremen-
tally. It has a small solution space and construction time. As a result, it is a 
very effective representation for non-slicing floorplan. It is flexible to deal with 
hard, pre-placed, soft and rectilinear modules. However, like 0-tree, B*-tree 
is not a topological representation. 
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2.2.6 Corner Block List 
Corner block list (CB) [12] is constructed from a sequence of a recursive corner 
(upper-right) block deletion. For each block deletion, the block name, corner 
V block orientation and number of T-junctions uncovered are kept. {S: list of 
block names; L: list of block orientations; T: number of T-junctions uncovered) 
After all the modules are deleted, the items in these three lists are concatenated 
in a reverse order. An example is shown in figure 2.14. 
T-junctions 
Orientation uncovered 
in 1 g ^ c ) " 4 [ ) 1 3 • 1 • 
S = () S = (2) S = (42) S = (342) S = (1342) 
L = ( ) L = (0) L = (10) L = (110) L = (0110) 
丁 = () T=(10) T=(010) T=(0010) T= (00010) 
Figure 2.14: Example of transformation from floorplan to Corner Block List 
Corner block list can handle mosaic floorplans and slicing floorplans. The 
time complexity of floorplan realization of corner block list is much lower than 
the other representations such as SP and BSG. In addition, the packing trans-
formed from a corner block list is independent of the block sizes. As a result, 
it is an effective representation for mosaic floorplans and slicing floorplans. 
However, it cannot represent a floorplan that has two T-junctions meeting at 
the same point and some corner block lists do not correspond to any valid 
packing. For example, S = {ABC),L = (111)，T = (0100) is a valid corner 
block list but there is no floorplan corresponding to it. 
Corner block list can be extended by including dummy blocks of zero area 
in the set of modules but it will use 0{n^) dummy blocks and the size of the 
solution space will be increased significantly. 
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2.2.7 Twin Binary Tree 
In the paper [46], Yao, et al. first suggest that Twin Binary Tree (TBT) can 
be used to represent mosaic floorplan. They have shown a one-to-one mapping 
between mosaic floorplan and TBT. 
画 
一 丁1 丁2 
Figure 2.15: Building a pair of twin binary trees from a mosaic floorplan 
Given a mosaic floorplan, we can obtain a pair of twin binary trees J\ and 
T2 by traveling along the slicelines of the floorplan. An example is shown in 
figure 2.15. To construct 7\, we can start from the module at the lower left 
corner and travel upward and to the right. Whenever the lower left corner 
of another module x is reached, a node labeled x is inserted into the tree 
and the process will be repeated by starting from the module x until all the 
modules in the floorplan are visited. Similarly, we can construct T2 by starting 
from the module at the upper right corner and travel downward and to the 
left. Whenever the upper right corner of another module y is reached, a node 
labeled y is inserted into the tree and the process will be repeated by starting 
from the module y until all the modules in the floorplan are visited. 
A floorplan can be constructed from a TBT efficiently in linear time and 
the solution space is much smaller. However, Twin Binary Tree can represent 
the mosaic floorplan only. 
Later, the paper [47] proposed the Twin Binary Sequence (TBS) based 
on TBT. They have made use of mosaic floorplan as an intermediate step 
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to represent non-slicing structure. Instead of including an extra number of 
dummy blocks in the set of modules, TBS allows us to insert an exact number 
of irreducible empty rooms to a mosaic floorplan such that every non-slicing 
structure can be generated uniquely and non-redundantly and the construction 
time is still linear. 
2.2.8 Comparisons between Different Representations 
There are many different ways to represent a floorplan. In this section, a gen-
eral comparison on their solution space is shown in table 2.1 and a comparison 
on flexibility and efficiency is shown in table 2.2 
Representation Solution Slicing Mosaic General 
Space Floorplan Floorplan Floorplan 
Polish Expressions ^ ^ 
Sequence Pair 0((n!)^) Yes Y S Y ^ 
BSC 0 ( n ! C f ) ) Yes 一 Yes — Yes 
0-Tree O ( ^ ) ~ ~ ^ ~ Yes Yes 
B*-Tree O ( ^ ) ^ Y e s Yes 
Corner Block List 0(n!23“） Yes Y ^ 
Twin Binary Sequence O(^^^^g^) Yes ^ ^ 
Table 2.1: Comparisons of different floorplan representations on solution space 
2.3 Algorithms of Floorplan Design 
There are many floorplanning algorithms using different methods. In this 
section, some algorithms are briefly explained and described. 
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Representation Topological I Memory I F l o o r p l a n 
Representation Usage Realization Time 
Polish Expressions Yes ^^0{n) 0{n) 
Sequence Pair “ Yes oln) 0{nlogn) 
BSC Yes 0{n') 0{n') 
O-Tree — No 0(n)~~ 0(n) 
B*-Tree _ No 一 Q(n) _ Q(n) 
Corner Block List — Yes 0{n) otn) 
Twin Binary Sequence Yes 0{n) 0{n) 
Table 2.2: Comparisons of different floorplan representations on flexibility and 
efficiency 
2.3.1 Constraint Based Floorplanning 
In Constraint based floorplanning [39], the floorplan is required to satisfy a 
set of horizontal and vertical topological constraints derived from an interme-
diate floorplan solution that may contain overlapping modules. In order to 
construct a floorplan with optimal area under the constraints, two directed 
acyclic graphs: horizontal constraint graph and vertical constraint graph will 
be constructed. The constraint graphs of a valid floorplan can be obtained by 
removing the conflicting constraining edges and the area of the final floorplan 
can be further optimized by reshaping of the flexible blocks. 
The constraints will limit the floorplanner to explore a large number of 
solutions for area optimization but they can ensure that the final floorplan 
solution will inherit from the intermediate floorplan solution some important 
properties like small timing delay. 
2.3.2 Integer Programming Based Floorplanning 
In integer programming based floorplanner, the floorplanning problem is for-
mulated as a set of linear equations using 0/1 integer variables [36]. Two 
types of constraints are considered: the non-overlapping constraints and the 
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routability constraints. The non-overlapping constraints prevent overlapping 
of the blocks and the routability constraints estimate the routing area required 
between the blocks and ensure all wires can be routed successfully by passing 
through the routing area. For critical nets, their net lengths are constrained 
to be within a bound. The length of a net depends on the timing budget of 
that net. These critical net constraints ensure that the lengths of the critical 
nets do not exceed the specified value. 
2.3.3 Neural Learning Based Floorplanning 
The floorplanning of mixed hard and flexible blocks is a complex combina-
torial problem. Artificial neural networks (ANN) have been reported [49] as 
potential optimization tools in floorplanning. There are two main approaches: 
optimization by modeling as Hopfield networks and self-organization map. 
2.3.4 Rectangular Dualization 
Since the output from the partitioning stage can be represented as a graph 
G = (V，E) where the vertices of the graph correspond to the sub-circuits and 
the edges represent the interconnections between the sub-circuits. A floorplan 
can be obtained by converting this graph into its rectangular dual. A rectan-
gular dual of a graph G = {V, E) consists of non-overlapping rectangles that 
satisfy the following properties: Each vertex Vi in V corresponds to a distinct 
rectangle Ri, 1 < i < and for every edge {vi.Vj) in E, the correspond-
ing rectangles R! and Rj are adjacent in the rectangular dual. The use of 
rectangular dualization [16] can maximize adjacency of blocks that are heavily 
connected or connected by critical nets. 
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2.3.5 Simulated Annealing 
Simulated annealing is an iterative and non-deterministic technique. In simu-
lated annealing, all moves that result in a decrease in cost are accepted. Moves 
that result in an increase in cost are accepted with a probability that decreases 
over the iterations. The detailed algorithm is shown in figure 2.16. 
Simulated Annealing 
temp = init-temper tur e 
place = init.placement 
while temp > finaLtemperature do 
while innerdoop.criterion 二 FALSE do 
newjplace ^PERTURB (p/ace) 
AC =COST{new.place)-COST{place)) 
if ( A C < 0) and RANDOM(0,1) > e ^ 
place = new -place 
temp -SCHEDULE(^emp) 
Figure 2.16: Simulated Annealing 
2.3.6 Genetic Algorithm 
Genetic algorithm is also an iterative technique. It is an effective optimization 
and searching technique inspired by the mechanism of evolution and natural 
genetics. A parallel search is achieved by keeping a set of possible solutions to 
the optimization problem, called population. The individuals in the population 
are evaluated by a fitness measure. Two individuals are selected at the same 
time based on their fitnesses. The genetic operations (crossover and mutation) 
are applied on the selected parents to generate new possible solutions. 
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2.4 Summary 
In this chapter, we have reviewed the basic idea of floorplan design. In floor-
planning stage, we will try to optimize the area and interconnect cost of the 
layout by different techniques such as simulated annealing and genetic algo-
rithm. In addition, we have reviewed the representations of floorplans. If a 
representation can handle all general non-slicing floorplan, all possible floor-
plan solutions can be searched. However, the larger solution space may result 
in slower runtime. 
Chapter 3 




In floorplanning, the size of the layout is widely used in measuring the quality 
of the floorplan. However, due to the advances in VLSI technology, the sizes 
of the transistors have been decreasing and their switching speeds increasing. 
This has increased the importance of interconnect delays with respect to the 
overall speed performance of the circuit. As a result, floorplanning should also 
be a timing sensitive stage. In this chapter, we will review some interconnect-
driven floorplanners. 
3.2 Simulated Annealing Approach 
3.2.1 "Pepper - A Timing Driven Early Floorplanner" 
In this paper [25], the floorplanning system is designed to be highly flexible 
by allowing the users to specify various objectives (wirelength reduction, chip 
25 
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area reduction, routability and timing) using a variety of manual floorplanning 
functions. It uses a simulated annealing based approach for the floorplanning 
algorithm because of the flexibility provided by simulated annealing. 
In this floorplanner, a timing analyzer is incorporated into the floorplanner 
that can do timing analysis to provide feedback to the floorplanning algorithm. 
The timing analyzer is able to operate in an incremental fashion so that the 
analysis can be performed extremely fast. 
The result shows that better clock speed can be obtained when both timing 
and wirelength are optimized simultaneously. 
3.2.2 “A Timing Driven Block Placer Based on Sequence 
Pair Model” 
In this paper [13], the floorplanning system uses SP as the floorplan representa-
tion and uses simulated annealing. The goal of this floorplanner is to optimize 
area and wirelength under the constraints in timing delay. The problem can 
be summarized as follows, 
Minimize: Area{s) + a x Wirelength{s) 
Subject to: Delay(s) < D and 
R{s) = 0, 
where s is the configuration of a placement, a is the weight, D is the upper 
bound on the timing delay, R(s) = max{\Ratio-width{s)/height{s)|, \Ratio— 
height{s)/width{s)\}, and Ratio is a constant to denote the desired aspect ra-
tio. According the above constraints, the cost function is computed as follows, 
Cost{s) = Area{s)^wl^wirelength{s)+w2^max{0,delay{s)-D)-hw3^R{s) 
Instead of using half-perimeter in wirelength estimation, it selects the max-
imum Manhattan distance from the source to any other pins in the wirelength 
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estimation. Results show that there may be some area penalty in this floor-
planner but all timing constraints can be satisfied. 
3.2.3 "Integrated Floorplanning and Interconnect Plan-
ning" 
In this paper [5], their floorplanner uses Polish expressions to represent floor-
plans and searches for an optimal floorplan solution using simulated annealing. 
To achieve a more accurate interconnect cost, it performs careful interconnect 
planning on the candidate floorplan solutions, instead of using the traditional 
wirelength estimation method. When the temperature is high, it uses the con-
ventional half-perimeter routing estimation. When the temperature is medium, 
they use a more accurate routing estimation based on L-shaped routing. When 
the temperature is low, they use Z-shaped routing. Such approach can reduce 
the run time when the multi-stage simulated annealing approach is used. In 
that paper, the cost function used can be represented as follows, 
COST = aA-\-[5W + ^OF, 
where a, f3, 7 are constants, A is the total area of the packing, W is the half-
perimeter estimation of the interconnect cost and OF is the number of squares 
with overflow in routings. The term OF is different in different stages because 
different routing estimation is used. Results show that the floorplanner has 
good performance in improving the routability. 
3.2.4 “Interconnect Driven Floorplanning with Fast Global 
Wiring Planning and Optimization" 
In this paper [3], the floorplanner is based on simulated annealing and uses 
Polish expression to represent a slicing floorplan structure. Besides considering 
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traditional measurements (total wirelength and chip area) for a good floorplan-
ning candidate, it focuses on interconnect optimization and estimation with 
consideration of layer assignment, buffer insertion and wire sizing/spacing. 
Moreover, it uses multi-stage simulated annealing to reduce run time. 
Global Wire Planning Under Area Constraint (GWP-A) is introduced in 
this paper. It can estimate the overall performance, the wire width and opti-
mized spacing for each layer and the layer assignment. 
In stage one, it uses a weighted cost function of area, total wirelength and 
maximum wirelength. It uses half-perimeter estimation to compute the net 
length. The maximum wirelength is used as a rough measure of the maximum 
interconnect delay. In stage two, the result computed by the GWP-A is used in 
the cost function instead of using the maximum wirelength. In stage three, the 
congestion information (Z-shaped routing) is added into the function. In the 
final stage, it uses global routing to obtain an even more accurate estimation 
of the congestion information. The result shows that this floorplanner can 
improve delay significantly with only a little area penalty. 
3.3 Genetic Algorithm Approach 
3.3.1 "Timing Influenced General-cell Genetic Floor-
planning" 
In this paper [31], a timing-driven genetic floorplanner is implemented and 
studied. It is divided into two phases. In the first phase, the solutions are 
restricted to slicing structure and the blocks are rigid but have free orientations. 
In the second phase, the blocks are flexible and the solutions can be non-slicing. 
The modules can maintain their topological proximity obtained from the result 
of the first phase. 
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In the first phase, Polish expression is used. After initializing the popu-
lation, individuals are selected as parents for crossover and mutation. The 
selection mechanism is based on the proportionate selection scheme imple-
mented by the roulette wheel method. In this selection scheme, each string is 
allocated a sector of a roulette wheel with the angle subtended at the center 
equaling to 27r x ^ ^ where fi is the fitness of solution i. 
Fitness{i) ： f , = ^ x Wa ^ ^ x Wt-h x Wl, 
-^max J. max ^max 
where A*, T* and L* represent the quantities of area, clock speed and 
wirelength respectively, Wa, Wt and Wl are user specific weights for area, 
timing and wirelength respectively, Amax, Tmax and Lmax are the maximum 
area, clock speed and wirelength in the given population respectively. 
Crossover can inherit useful information from two individuals (parents) 
to offspring and mutation can introduce new information into the popula-
tion. Finally, it selects the best individual and the remaining individuals may 
be selected based on their fitness (higher fitness translates to higher survival 
probability). 
In the second phase, two graphs, horizontal constraint graph and vertical 
constraint graph are constructed. They are used in the reshaping algorithm 
to determine the dimensions and positions of the blocks so that the floorplan 
area is minimized. 
3.4 Force Directed Approach 
3.4.1 “Timing Influenced Force Directed Floorplanning" 
In this paper [48], it obtains a floorplan in two steps: Construction of a timing 
driven topological arrangement using a force-directed approach and conversion 
of the topological arrangement into a legal floorplan. In the first step, the 
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topological arrangement is obtained in a greedy fashion by adding in a block 
at a time to the partial floorplan (point placement). In the greedy approach, 
it should select the block for placement based on a criteria of timing and 
connectivity. The block with maximum gain in timing and connectivity is 
selected for positioning. The positioning procedure considers the connections 
of the target block to the 10 pads to compute its location. 
Finally, two constraint graphs are constructed for area optimization by re-
shaping. In the reshaping, the algorithm determines dimensions and positions 
of the blocks so that the floorplan area is minimized and the constraints on 
block shapes are satisfied. Results show that this approach can increase the 
percentage of critical paths that can satisfy the timing constraint. 
3.5 Congestion Planning 
Congestion planning is also an important issue of floorplanning. The excessive 
congestion will result in a local shortage of routing resource. It means that 
there will be a large expansion in area, or even an unroutable design failing 
in achieving timing closure after detailed routing. Thus, a good estimation 
algorithm is required for congestion analysis during earlier stages of the design. 
3.5.1 "On the Behavior of Congestion Minimization Dur-
ing Placement" 
In this paper [40], a realistic global router is used to evaluate congestion of 
each candidate placement solution. It is because they find that minimization 
of wirelength is not equivalent to minimization of congestion. 
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3.5.2 "Congestion Minimization During Placement" 
In both papers [41，42], they propose a post processing stage with a very 
effective net-centric algorithm to reduce congestion in a layout. They try to 
minimize the wirelength first by using simulated annealing and then apply a 
net-centric algorithm to reduce the congestion of the layout. According to 
the algorithm, all nets are routed first and a weight is assigned to each net. 
The weight of a net is equal to the number of overflow global edges that the 
net crosses. Then the nets are sorted in descending order according to their 
weights. In order to reduce the congestion, they will move a block that is 
connected to the net with the greatest weight to a new position which can 
result in a reduction in congestion at the most congested area. Results show 
that congestion can be reduced efficiently by this algorithm. 
3.5.3 “Estimating Routing Congestion Using Probabilis-
tic Analysis" 
In this paper [20]，a stochastic congestion estimation algorithm for a placed 
netlist that is blockage aware is presented. It first divides the floorplan into a 
grid structure and then calculate the probabilities of the two-pin wires pass-
ing through each grid for both the horizontal tracks and the vertical tracks. 
Assuming that a wire k is passing through from (1,1) to (m，n), the number 
of possible routes passing through grid (i,j) along the horizontal track 
and the vertical track Ty{i,j) can be calculated as below: 
( 
F ( m , n - 1) i = = 1 
1 i = 1, j = n 
Ta:(、jO 二 F ( m - Z + 1 , 7 1 - 1 ) l<i<mj = l 
2 I = 1,1 < J < n 
Fii,j)F{m-i+l,n~j)+F{i,j-l)Fim-i+l,n-j + l) QtherS 
< 2 
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F{m-l,n) i = l,j 二 1 
1 i = l,j = n 
T y { i , j ) = l — … l<i<m,J = l 
F{m — 1, n - j + 1) i = l , l < j <n 
F{i,j)F{m-i,n-j+l)+F(i-l,j)F{m-i+l,n-j+l) QtherS � 2 
where F{m, n) is the total number of possible routes from (0, 0) to (m, n). 
The authors show that the probabilistic congestion model correlates well 
to post-route results. Therefore, it can be an ideal candidate for the inner loop 
of synthesis and placement optimizations. However, buffer planning has not 
been considered in their algorithm. 
3.6 Buffer Planning 
In some previous studies [17, 26], it has been shown that buffer insertion is 
the most effective method to optimize signal delay and noise. However, buffer 
insertion should be planned during the process of floorplanning. 
3.6.1 “Buffer Block Planning for Interconnect Driven 
Floorplanning" 
In this paper [7], it introduces the concept of feasible region (FR) for buffer 
insertion. It was found that the FR of a buffer is very large and this provides 
a lot of flexibility to plan a buffer's location. Moreover, an effective buffer 
block-planning (BBP) algorithm is proposed and it is shown in figure 3.1. 
Results show that this algorithm leads to a significant improvement in 
meeting delay constraints with small area penalty. 
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Buffer Block Planning 
Build horizontal and vertical polar graph 
Build tile data structure 
For each tile, compute its area slacks 
While (there exists buffer to be inserted) 
tile 二 Pick_A_Tile() 
Insert .buffers (tz/e) 
Update width and height of chip, FR and area slacks 
Figure 3.1: Algorithm of buffer block planning 
3.6.2 "Routability Driven Repeater Block Planning for 
Interconnect-centric Floorplanning" 
The paper [33] introduces the concept of independent feasible regions for 
buffers and derives an analytical formula to compute the positions of these 
regions. It develops a routability-driven buffer clustering algorithm to perform 
buffer block planning. In its congestion model, it employs a two dimensional 
rectangular grid based probabilistic map assuming two-bend routing for each 
segment. Assuming that the source is located at tile{0, 0) and the sink is 
located at tile{m,n). The probability matrix can be derived as in table 3.1. 
Tile Number of horizontal routes Number of vertical routes 
passing through tile{i, j) passing through tile{i, j) 
Q < i < m;Q < j < n , i , � i 
几十爪十 2 n+m+2  
0 < i < m; j = Q M ^ 1 
= — n + m + 2 n + m 十 2 
z = 0: 0 < 7 < n 饥 
= n-\-m+2 n + m + 2  
i = 0; j 二 0 1 1 
i — m]j = n 1 I “ 
Table 3.1: Probability Matrix 
Finally, it uses a monotonic piecewise cost function as shown in figure 3.2 
after all routing tiles have been assigned a congestion cost. 
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Figure 3.2: Piecewise-linear congestion cost function 
3.6.3 "Provably Good Global Buffering Using an Avail-
able Block Plan" 
In this paper [9], the authors address the problem of inserting buffers into 
global nets given an existing buffer plan. They assume that the global nets 
have been already decomposed into two-pin wires. Their method routes wires 
using available buffer blocks in such a way that buffers will be inserted at 
the intervals satisfying the upper and lower bounds requirements. In their 
method, more than one buffer is allowed to be inserted into any given wire. In 
addition, their algorithm observes buffer parity constraint that it will choose 
to use buffer according to source and destination signal parity. 
3.6.4 “Planning Buffer Locations by Network Flows" 
In the paper [38], Tang and Wong propose an optimal algorithm to assign 
buffers to buffer rooms by network flow [1], First, they compute the buffer 
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rooms which are disjoint regions bounded by the boundaries of the feasible 
regions defined in [7] and the buffer zones which are the partitions of the 
free space. They can then construct a network flow graph and assign the 
capacities to the edges according to the area of intersection between the buffer 
rooms and buffer zones and the area of buffer zones. Finally, they can obtain 
the corresponding buffer planning solution by running the min-cut max-flow 
algorithm. As the independent feasible region is introduced in [33], this optimal 
algorithm for buffer block planning can be applied to simultaneously place all 
buffer without the need of considering only one buffer per net. 
3.6.5 “A Practical Methodology for Early Buffer and 
Wire Resource Allocation" 
In the paper [2], Alpert et al. make use of tile graph and propose the four-
stage RABID (Resource Allocation for Buffer and Interconnect Distribution) 
heuristic to perform buffer block planning by using dynamic programming. 
First, a steiner tree is constructed for each net in order to give an initial 
routing of each net. Then, the floorplanner will rip-up-and-reroute the initial 
steiner trees to reduce the wire congestion. The floorplanner allocate buffers 
to each net in the order of net delay. During the buffer assignment process, the 
probability of successful assignment at each tile which is along the route of the 
net is computed first. The cost of different combinations of buffer insertions 
can then be computed according to the probabilities. Finally, the combination 
of buffer insertions with minimum cost will be chosen and the buffers will be 
assigned to the tiles accordingly. 
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3.7 Summary 
In floorplanning, due to the advances in VLSI technology, the sizes of the 
transistors have been decreasing and their switching speeds increasing. This 
has increased the importance of interconnect delays with respect to the overall 
speed performance of the circuit. As a result, floorplanning should also be a 
timing sensitive stage. In the papers [31，13, 48, 5, 3], they have formulated 
different congestion-related cost functions (always evaluated by some simple 
global routing) including a hybrid length plus congestion cost function and op-
timize these cost functions by applying heuristics such as simulated annealing 
and genetic algorithm. 
However, the paper [42] have stated that using the congestion-related cost 
function cannot reduce congestion effectively. It is because simple global rout-
ing may have a large difference with the final detail routing. Thus, they pro-
posed a post processing stage to minimize congestion by applying a net-centric 
algorithm. Besides that, the paper [20] presents a stochastic congestion esti-
mation algorithm for a placed netlist that is blockage aware. The congestion 
is estimated by probabilistic analysis instead of by performing global routing 
directing. The algorithm is fast but buffer insertion is not considered. 
Besides, buffers contribute delay and area, so their locations should be 
planned carefully. Consequently, the paper [7] uses buffer block planning al-
gorithm to achieve timing improvement with small area penalty. Then the 
paper [33] uses a better heuristic in buffer block planning to achieve a better 
timing improvement. The area penalty can be further reduced by deleting the 
redundant buffers in the final stage. However, it requires a long run time since 
the new buffer blocking planning algorithm is complicated. In addition, the 
paper [38] proposed that buffers should be allowed to be inserted inside macro 
blocks and their method will distribute buffer sites all over the layout. 
Chapter 4 
Floorplanner with Fixed Buffer 
Planning [34 
4.1 Introduction 
Traditional floorplanners have not paid enough attention to interconnect op-
timization. This results in a large expansion in area, or even an unroutable 
design failing in achieving timing closure after detailed routing. Buffer in-
sertion is one of the most popular and effective techniques to achieve timing 
closure. In the current practice, buffers are inserted after routing. However 
buffers also take up silicon resources and cannot be inserted wherever we want. 
A good planning of the module positions during the floorplanning stage so that 
buffers can be inserted wherever needed in the later routing stages will be use-
ful. Besides, buffer itself contributes delay and area, and their locations should 
be carefully planned. 
In our method, we will compute the buffer usage of each net and estimate 
congestion taking into account buffer locations and net routability. We employ 
a simple yet accurate method to estimate congestion from a more global and 
realistic perspective. The nets are assumed to be routed in multi-bend shortest 
Manhattan distance and issues like buffer locations and blocked nets (a net that 
cannot be routed in the shortest Manhattan distance) will also be considered 
37 
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in the evaluation of the floorplan. In order to consider the buffer issues in 
congestion estimation, we will compute the exact buffer locations for each net 
by a table-lookup approach. 
4.2 Overview of the Floorplanner 
In this section, we will present the rout ability-driven floorplanner with fixed 
buffer block planning in which fixed buffer insertion constraint [34] is employed. 
We assume that the wires are routed over-the-cell and multi-bend routing is 
used. We divide a floorplan into grids and the deadspace in each grid is 
calculated for estimation of the amount of buffer resources. We use sequence 
pair representation to describe a non-slicing floorplan solution. 
Unlike traditional floorplanners, we will consider buffer usage of each net 
and estimate the wiring congestion of each intermediate solution taken into 
account the buffer requirements. In each iteration of the annealing process, we 
will compute the buffer requirements of each net and then estimate the wiring 
congestion of the floorplan solution considering both the module positions and 
the possible buffer locations. A floorplan solution will be evaluated according 
to the total chip area, total wirelength, congestion and availability of buffers. 
4.3 Congestion Model 
In this congestion model, we will estimate the congestion and routability of 
each intermediate packing solution. We assume that there are only two physical 
layers: one for the interconnection wires and the other one for the modules 
and buffers. In order to improve the routability of the design, our approach 
will try to reduce the congestion of the interconnect at different locations of 
the layout taken into accounts buffer locations and routing blockages. 
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4.3.1 Construction of Grid Structure 
We want to obtain the congestion information at every location of a floorplan. 
In order to achieve this purpose, we simply divide the floorplan into a 2-
dimensional array of grids (figure 4.1). Then we will obtain the congestion 
information at each grid. 
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Figure 4.1: Division of floorplan 
The number of grids is an important factor in our floorplanner. If the 
number of grids is small (e.g., if number of grids is equal to one, it means that 
there is no division), the area of each grid is large and one grid may cover 
too many modules. The congestion measured at each grid may become less 
informative. However, if the number of grids is too large, the speed of the 
whole implementation will be reduced greatly. In our implementation, 20x20 
grids have been chosen. 
There are two kinds of grids: blocked and unblocked. If a grid is covered 
by a module, no buffer will be allowed to be inserted into that grid and the 
grid will thus be marked as blocked (figure 4.2). We can mark all the blocked 
grids easily by scanning the sizes and the locations of all the modules once. 
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Figure 4.2: Examples of blocked grids 
4.3.2 Counting the Number of Routes at a Grid 
After dividing a floorplan into grids, we will count the number of routes of 
a net passing each grid. In our floorplanner, we assume multi-bend routing 
with shortest Manhattan distance. An example is illustrated in figure 4.3. In 
this example, we assume that the starting grid is on the upper-left side of the 
ending grid. At the beginning (figure 4.3(a)), the number of possible routes 
at each grid lying vertically or horizontally with the starting grid is initialized 
to one. Then, the values of the other grids can be computed dynamically row 
by row by adding up the values on its top and on its left. In general, the 
value gi{x,y,k) computed at the grid {x,y) is the number of possible routes 
for net k that go from the starting grid to the ending grid and pass through 
the grid at position {x,y). We can then obtain the total number of possible 
routes from the starting grid to the ending grid by filling in the values at all the 
grids. In order to compute the number of routes passing through each grid, we 
need to repeat the same steps from the ending grid to the starting grid (figure 
4.3(d)) and compute 仍(a;，y, k), which is the number of possible routes for net 
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k going from the ending grid to the starting grid and passing through the grid 
at position {x, y). Then the number of routes passing through the grids at 
(x, y) will be computed as: 
Number of possible routes for net k passing through the grid at (x, y) 
= gi{x,y,k) X g2�x,y,k� 
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Figure 4.3: Example for counting the number of routes for a net 
4.3.3 Buffer Location Computation 
In our floorplanner, we will use Elmore Delay Model to compute the buffer 
locations. Elmore Delay Model is commonly used for delay estimation. For a 
wire divided into segments and with a load capacitance Cl and a load resis-
tance Rl, If buffers are inserted in each segment, its delay can be computed 
by the following formula: 
n 
D = E (^o/ + Cfl + rolC4 + ^ + C ^ J + dn,] ( 4 . 1 ) 
k=i 丄 丄 
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where co, r � a n d Cf are unit wire capacitance, resistance and fringing capaci-
tance respectively; Rb�= Rl, = Cl and ds几=0; / is the length of a wire 
segment, Rb, Cb and ds are resistance, capacitance and intrinsic delay of a 
buffer respectively. Since the floorplan solution is divided into grid structures 
for congestion estimation, we will use the grid unit length as the length of a 
wire segment in the computation of buffer locations. The configuration of the 
parameters used in experiments are shown in following table 4.1. 
~ ^ �/ m m ) 0.075 Rb{^) 180 
0.118 C e i f F ) 23X ' 
CflfF/mm) 0.064 DbIjis) 36400 
Table 4.1: Configuration of experiment 
4.3.4 Counting Routes with Blocked Grids 
In this floorplanner, we assume that the information about the locations of the 
buffers for a net is already known. However, the wire must not pass through a 
blocked grid if a buffer should be placed there. An example is shown in figure 
4.4. 
When a net k passes through a blocked grid (x, y) at a position where a 
buffer should be placed, the possible number of routes at such a grid (x, y) 
(both giix.y.k) and g2{x,y,k)) must be zero. An example is illustrated in 
figure 4.5. 
Comparing figure 4.3 and figure 4.5，the total number of possible routes 
is reduced from 126 to 48 because of the lacking of routing resources at the 
blocked grids. It may happen that the number of possible route is equal to 
zero. It means that the wire cannot be routed from the starting grid to the 
ending grid with the shortest Manhattan distance, and we call such a wire a 
blocked wire. 
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Figure 4.5: Results of gi{x, y, k) and 仍(a;, y, k) with blocked grids 
4.3.5 Computing the Probability of Net Crossing 
After counting the number of possible routes for a net, we can calculate the 
probability that the wire of a net will pass through any particular grid. The 
probability that a net k will pass through a grid at {x, y) is: 
P(x,y,k)=她"，)x"2(,，y’fc) 
where gi{xo,yo,k) is the total number of possible route from the starting 
grid to the ending grid. An example is shown below in figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6: Example of calculating F(x, y, k) for net k at grid (x, y) 
Finally, the average number of wire passing through a grid at {x,y) is 
computed as: 
weight{x, y) = Enetfc PO, k) 
If the value of weight(x, y) is large, it means that the grid at (x, y) is very 
congested. 
4.4 Time Complexity 
According to this congestion estimation model, we need to scan the array at 
each grid from the source to the destination for each net. Therefore, the time 
complexity is 0{mxkx up) where k is number of grids scanned for each net, m 
is number of nets and up is the upper bound of the buffer insertion constraint. 
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If the floorplan is divided into K x K grids, we need to scan at most K�grids 
for each net. Moreover the upper bound in the buffer insertion constraint is 
also bounded by the length of the wires. (It is bounded by 2K). Therefore, 
the time complexity of this congestion estimation is only 0{m x K^). 
4.5 Simulated Annealing 
Simulated annealing is an iterative and non-deterministic optimization tech-
nique. In simulated annealing, all the moves that result in a decrease in cost 
will be accepted. The moves that result in an increase in cost are accepted 
with a probability that decreases over the iterations. The algorithm is shown 
on figure 4.7. 
Simulated Annealing 
temp = init 一 temper tur e 
place = init-placement 
while temp > finaLtemperature do 
while inner -loop-criterion 二 FALSE do 
new-place ^PERTURB (p/ace) 
A C =COST{new.place)-COST{place)) 
—八门 
if ( A C < 0) and RANDOM(0,1) > e ^ 
place = new jplace 
temp =SCHEDULE(temp)  
Figure 4.7: Simulated Annealing 
In this floorplanner, the simulated annealing process is used and the cost 
function is shown below: 
Cost = Area -{-ax Wire + x M—weight + 7 x Bjwire 
where Area is the area of the floorplan, Wire is the total wirelength, (it will 
be discussed in section 4.6) Mjweight is the average weight of the top ten 
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percent most congested grids and B-wire is the number of blocked wires, a, 
P and 7 are parameters. These parameters will be set at the beginning of 
simulated annealing process in such a way that the ratio of importance of 
the area term, the wirelength term, the congestion term and the blocked wire 
term will remain a constant. This can be done by performing a sequence of 
random walks at the beginning of simulated annealing process and sampling 
the average values of these penalty terms. The parameters a, (3 and 7 are then 
computed accordingly. 
4.6 Wirelength Estimation 
In the floorplanning stage, the positions of the I/O pins in the modules are not 
yet fixed and the modules will usually cover a number of grids. Therefore, the 
assumption on the locations of the I/O pins will affect the results significantly 
in our method. Consequently, we need to estimate reasonably the positions of 
the I/O pins in order to compute the interconnect costs and congestion cost 
accurately. 
In traditional floorplanner, half-perimeter estimation using the center of a 
module as the location of that module is most commonly used. However, if we 
consider congestion and buffer insertion in our floorplanner, center-to-center 
estimation is difficult to apply. It is because if a module M is large, center-to-
center estimation will increase the congestion estimation at the center of M 
significantly. In this case, the congestion may be over estimated and this will 
reduce the accuracy of the whole method. In addition, buffer may be required 
to be inserted at the grids covered by module M. Therefore, many routes will 
become impossible as buffers cannot be inserted on macro blocks. As a result, 
we adopt a more appropriate method for estimating the positions of the I/O 
pins on a module that can be used in our rout ability-driven floorplanners. We 
investigated three different solutions for solving this problem. 
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4.6.1 Center-to-center Estimation 
The first method is to use center-to-center estimation. It is the simplest 
method for placing the I/O pins (figure 4.8). First, we need to calculate the 
center of the modules. Then the I/O pins are assumed to be placed at the grid 
where the center point is. In the real situation, the I/O pins will not be placed 
at the center of the module. The I/O pins should be placed on the edges of 
the modules. Moreover, this estimation method will make the center grid very 
congest although it may not be the case in the actual situation. 
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Figure 4.8: Center-to-center estimation 
4.6.2 Corner-to-corner Estimation 
The second method is corner-to-corner. From the center of the modules, four 
regions upper-left, upper-right, lower-left and lower-right are created. If one 
module (denote by A) is placed at the upper-right of another one (denote by 
B) such in figure 4.9. 
The I/O pins connecting A and B will be placed at the grids where the 
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Figure 4.9: Corner-to-corner estimation 
lower-left corner of A and the upper-right corner of B lie respectively. Corner-
to-corner method is more accurate than the center-to-center method because 
all the I/O pins may be placed at the four grids instead of one and the I/O 
pins are placed on the edges of the modules. 
4.6.3 Intersection-to-intersection Estimation 
Finally, in order to distribute the I/O pins into the grids appropriately, intersection-
to-intersection method is used. Consider a net connecting two modules A and 
B, we will first draw a line from the center of one module to another. The two 
intersecting points will be found on an edge of each module (figure 4.10) and 
the I/O pins will be placed at the grids containing the intersection points. 
This is the most appropriate method for our floorplanner since the esti-
mated positions of the I/O pins will be similar to those in the final design 
and the buffer locations can be estimated more accurately. However, extra 
calculations are needed which may lead to slower speed. 
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4.7 Multi-pin Nets Handling 
In our design, buffer insertions can be applied when all the nets are two-pin 
wires only. For multi-pin nets, half-perimeter estimation cannot be used. In 
order to handle multi-pin nets, we need to decompose the multi-pin nets into a 
set of two-pin wires. There are several methods to decompose a multi-pin net 
into two-pin wires such as using minimum spanning tree (MST), rectilinear 
steiner tree (RST). MST runs faster but it may over-estimate the congestion 
because of the overlapping net segments. However, this conservative estimation 
will not affect the resultant packing significantly. Since the runtime of an RST 
algorithm is usually much slower than that of an MST algorithm, MST is a 
better choice for estimation purposes in the early floorplanning stage. As a 
result, we apply MST to handle multi-pin nets in our floorplanner. 
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4.8 Experimental Results 
We tested the floorplanners (fl: floorplanner with congestion estimation and 
f2: floorplanner without congestion estimation) using three MCNC building 
block benchmarks (amz33, ami4Q and play out). The number of modules and 
nets are (33，123), (49, 408) and (62, 1161) respectively. All the experiments 
were done using an UltraSPARC-II 400MHz processor with 8 GB memory. 
The packings will be divided into 20 x 20 grids and we assume that buffers 
are required at grids of distance lOx from the source of each net. Every set of 
results displayed in the tables is obtained by repeating the experiment eight 
times and picking the average from the eight trials. 
In our experiments, the figure 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 show the distribution of 
the wires among the grids in the three test cases. According to the graphs 
(dash line: f l ; solid line: f2), we can see that the number of very congested 
grids for fl is less than that for f2 and the congestions between the grids in f l 
are more evenly distributed than that for fl. As a result, it means that the 
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floorplanner fl can reduce the congestion in the most congested grids. 
The statistical result is shown in table 4.2. We can see that the average 
congestion of the top 10% most congested grids and the number of blocked 
wires can be reduced significantly without a large penalty on area and wire-
length. However, the run time of the single level floorplanner with congestion 
estimation is 10 to 20 times longer than that without congestion estimation. 
4.9 Summary 
In this chapter, we present a congestion model for estimating interconnect 
cost with fixed buffer planning in a routability-driven floorplanner. By using 
this probabilistic model, the number of blocked nets, delay and congestion 
can be estimated, taken into account buffer locations and routing blockages. 
Experimental results show that congestion and delay can be better optimized 
using this congestion model with no significant penalty in area. 
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Floorplanner Floorplanner 
Case with congestion est. without congestion est.  
amiS3 ami4Q playout ami33 ami49 playout 
A -ppo 
(lOVrn^) 1245.8 39941.9 1000.1 1233.1 39415.6 969.2 
D e a ( d � e ^ n . l 11.2 7.3 10.1 ^ 
a o w f 59.5 908.0 554.1 57.2 860.0 488.1 
Congestion ^ 2.8 0.2 28.9 3.0 0.3 37.6 
b l �二 。 L e 0.0 _ _ ^ _ _ 3 . 0 2.0 ^^^6 .0 11.0 
Hufime 6222.3 10750.2 46265.2 247.9 921.6 2797.2 
^Congestion - Average number of nets per lO /^^ m^ for the top 10% most 
congested grids 
Table 4.2: Comparison between the single level floorplanner with and without 
congestion estimation 
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5.1 Introduction 
Experimental results of the routability-driven floorplanner with fixed buffer 
planning show that congestion and delay can be better optimized using the con-
gestion model discussed in chapter 4 with little penalty in area. However, the 
major disadvantages of this method are that it will take a long computational 
time to compute the exact locations of buffer insertions and buffers are not 
required to be inserted at fixed intervals along the routes in real cases. In this 
chapter, we propose a similar method to estimate congestion and routability 
but using a more realistic assumption on buffer insertions. Instead of comput-
ing the exact locations of the buffers, we assume that buffers are constrained 
to be inserted for long enough wires such that the distance between adjacent 
buffers is lying within a range [low, up] given by the user. We call this the 
variable interval buffer insertion constraint [9, 2.. 
In this routability-driven floorplanner with flexible buffer planning, we will 
estimate congestion at each grid subject to the given variable interval buffer 
insertion constraint. Notice that the congestion at each location is dependent 
on the routes of the wires while the route of a wire is, in turn, dependent on 
53 
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the availability of buffer resources along the route. This availability of buffer 
resources can be estimated from the amount of empty space at each location 
and the number of possible buffer insertions at that location. We compute the 
congestion information assuming that every route is equally likely to be used as 
long as the buffer insertion constraint can be satisfied. The computation can 
be performed efficiently by using dynamic programming and a table lookup 
approach. Besides, we have used a two stage simulated annealing method to 
speed up the whole floorplanning process. 
5.2 Overview of the Floorplanner 
In this chapter, we present the routability-driven floorplanner with buffer block 
planning in which variable buffer insertion constraint [35] is employed. We 
assume that the wires are routed over-the-cell and multi-bend routing is used. 
We divide a floorplan into grids and the deadspace in each grid is calculated 
for estimation of the amount of buffer resources. 
In this floorplanner, given a candidate floorplan solution, we will first es-
timate the buffer usage of each wire k at each grid, then we can estimate the 
total buffer usage at each grid, b-usage{x, y). We assume that buffers should 
be inserted at flexible intervals from each other for long enough wires. With 
the maximum number of buffer insertions allowed at each grid h-space{x, y), 
{b-space{x, y) is estimated from the amount of empty space of grid (x, y)) we 
can estimate the probability of successful buffer insertion b^uccess{x,y). We 
can then make use of this information to estimate the congestion information 
weight{x,y), taken into account the buffer insertion constraint. In order to 
improve the routability of the design, our approach will try to reduce con-
gestion at different locations of the layout and to ensure that the nets can 
satisfy their delay constraints with proper buffer insertions using a two stage 
simulated annealing method. 
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5.3 Congestion Model 
In order to improve the rout ability of the floorplan solution, a congestion 
model is used to estimate the congestion information. By using a good con-
gestion model, the intermediate floorplan solution can be evaluated accurately 
according to their congestion and rout ability. The paper [20] shows that their 
probabilistic congestion model correlates well to post-route results but their 
work does not consider buffer locations. This motivates us to use a probabilis-
tic model in our floorplanner. Nevertheless, as the clock frequencies reach and 
exceed the gigahertz level, each top level global net must undergo buffer inser-
tion to maintain signal integrity and reasonable signal delay. Since the number 
of buffer insertions is large and buffers cannot be inserted just anywhere, buffer 
insertions can affect the final routing and thus the circuit performance signifi-
cantly. Buffer planning in the early designing stage is very important and the 
rest of the design flow will be benefited by a proper planning and usage of the 
buffer resources. 
A commonly used congestion model is shown in figure 5.1. We can see that 
the probability of each possible route for a wire k is equal. However, if the 
probabilities of successful buffer insertion (dependent on the amount of buffer 
resources) are different between the grids, the probabilities of some routes 
will be higher if they pass through the locations with higher probabilities of 
successful buffer insertion. 
The routes for wire k The number of feasible routes for The probability of wire k  
wire k passing through each grid passing through each grid 
1| 6 3 1 6 / 6 3 / 6 1 /6 
！ 
^ \ . . . \ 
i |l I I r ) 3 4 3 r \ 3 / 6 4 / 6 3 / 6 
i ‘ L I z Z T 1 3 6 1 /6 3 / 6 6 / 6 
Figure 5.1: A commonly used congestion model 
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In our approach, we try to address the buffer insert issue in a new con-
gestion model. In this model, the adjacent buffers are inserted at distance 
low^ up] from each other where low and up are the lower and upper bound 
of the buffer insertion constraint respectively. An example is shown in fig-
ure 5.2. In this example, we assume that both the upper and lower bound in 
the buffer insertion constraint are equal to two, i.e., buffers should be inserted 
at an interval of two grid unit length from each other. We can see that the 
probabilities of the route b, c, d and e with successful buffer insertions are only 
0.5. Therefore, the total number of feasible routes for this wire is reduced 
from six to four where the number of feasible routes is the summation of the 
probabilities of all possible routes without violating the buffer insertion con-
straint. As a result, the probability of wire k passing through each grid will be 
different from that computed in figure 5.1. The probabilities of some routes 
become higher if they pass through the locations with a higher probability of 
successful buffer insertion. 
-I I • 丁he routes upper and lower bound of buffer 
I b a for wire k insertion constraint are 2 
i c > 
r] 十 : Buffer location 
L_； The number of feasible 
H roufes for wire/(passing The probability of wire/f 
^ … ！―二 — … 」 The probability of a ‘ . — — u g h each grid passing through each grid 
• i | _ _ J _ _ _ route with successful i i | 
\ \ L Z Z r * buffer insertions 4 2 1 4/4 2/4 1 / 4 ！ ！ ‘ j i k a: 1.0 k I 
^ D • n ^ 2 r \ ^ 2 / 4 2 / 4 I 
1 . 0 " 1 . 0 1 I 2 4 1 / 4 2 / 4 I 4 / 4 
I i i— ———.I —L 
0 . 5 
I Probability of 
— I successful 
^ ^ buffer insertion I .U 
Figure 5.2: A simple example of our congestion model 
In order to compute the congestion information using this model, we need 
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estimates of b-usage{x, y) and the b-success(x,y) at each grid {x, y). In this 
section, we will show the computation of the congestion information, assuming 
that b.success{x, y) is given for each grid (x, y). We will show how we can 
estimate these buffer resources information in section 5.4. ‘ 
5.3.1 Probabilistic Model with Variable Interval Buffer 
Insertion Constraint 
Given the information on buffer resources at each grid, we want to calculate 
the probability r-success{l) that a route I can be routed successfully from 
the source to the sink without violating any buffer insertion constraint. In 
the example of figure 5.3, there are only two feasible ways of buffer insertion 
for each route because the wirelength is six and the upper bound and lower 
bound of the buffer insertion constraint are three and two respectively. The 
probability of the first feasible way with all buffers inserted successfully is equal 
to b_success{xo + 2, yo) x b-Success{xo + 4,yo), while that of the second one 
is equal to b-success{x0 + 3, yo). Given the probabilities of successful buffer 
insertion, the probability of route 1 satisfying the buffer insertion constraint, 
r_success{l), can be computed as = 0.35. Similarly, we can calculate 
rsuccess{}�for all the other routes 1 = 2,3,4, 5, 6. 
Consequently, the total number of feasible routes of a wire k is equal to 
J2ieLk success(l) where Lk is the set of all routes for wire k, and the number 
of feasible routes passing through the grid (x, y) is computed as follows: 
where Lk{x,y) is the set of all routes for wire k passing through the grid at 
(x, y). For the example in figure 5.3, 
J2ieLk 'r-success{l) = 3 x 0.25 + 2 x 0.35 + 0.1 
= 1 . 5 5 
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Assuming that the probabilities of There are two feasible ways of buffer 
successful buffer insertion are insertions for route /: 
given as below:  
g r i d (Xg, y � )�s l o s h 0 I 0 2 I 0 5 I 0 5 I L ? J _ _ J B _ _ H _ J L wirelength is 6 , lower 
J u . o i . u U . J U . J bound is 2 and upper 
0.5|0.0|0.5|0.0|0.5| T I I I • I I • |l I 
There are six feasible routes of shortest Manhattan distance: 
route 1 route 4 
3|0.8丨1.0丨0.2丨0.5丨0.5|一一 = (0.2+0.5*1)/2 | s | � f �| 融 s 聽 _ = (0.5.0M)/2 
route 2 LLJ ^ ….中如丨 T | = 0 . 2 5 
S |0.8|1.0|0.2^_ (oute-success⑵=(0.2+0.5*1 )/2 [S 二 route_success{5) = (0.5+0*0)/2 
t , 0.5 T =0.35 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 T =0.25 
route 3 i I I I 
S|0.8|1.0^ ___^ otvte—如 ccess �=(0.2+1 *0)/2 二 route_success{6) = (0.5+0*0)/2 
0.0 0.5 T 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 T =0-25 
Figure 5.3: Example of computing route—success (I) 
Considering the grid at (xq + I, yo), route 1 ,2, 3, 4 and 5 will pass through this 
grid, so the total number of feasible routes passing through this grid is equal 
to 2 X 0.25 + 2 X 0.35 + 0.1, i.e., 1.3. Consider the grid at + 1), only 
route 6 will pass through this grid. Thus, the total number of feasible routes 
passing through this grid is equal to r-Success{'o), i.e., 0.25. 
Consequently, the congestion information F{x,y, k) at grid (x, y) for wire 
k can be calculated as: 
\ ，… ‘ r-success[l) ， 
where k) is the probability of wire k passing through grid (x,y). For 
example, we can compute F{xo + l,yo,k) = ^ and F(xo,yo + 1, A;) = 
We can see that F(xo + l,yo,k) + F(xo,yo + is equal to one because 
the routes of wire k must either pass through the grid at (xq + 1, yo) or at 
(xo, yo + 1). Finally, the average number of wires passing through a grid at 
(x, y) is computed as: 
y) - Y.aii wire k F(工，y, k) 
In order to calculate F{x,y, k) efficiently, we use dynamic programming. 
At the beginning, we are given the probability of successful buffer insertion at 
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each grid. We will then create an array inf[0...up] at each grid with size equal 
to one plus the upper bound of the buffer insertion constraint, up. Assuming 
that wire k starts from grid (xq, yo) and ends at grid {xt, yt), we will initialize 
9o{xo, 2/0, k).inf[0] to one and the remaining values of the array to zero. The 
value of go{x, y, k)dnf[i] represents the total number of feasible routes from 
the source to (x, y) such that the last buffer is inserted at a grid of distance 
i units before (x, y). The values of the array at each grid can be computed 
dynamically row by row accordingly to the following recursive equation: 
vi = go{x — l,y,k).inf[i - 1] go{x,y 一 l,k).inf[i — 1: 
”2 二 Y^lliow gQ{x,y,k).inf\i] x b.success{x,y) 
\ Vi for 1 < z < up 
gQ{x,y,k).inf[i\ = < (5.1) 
V2 for z = 0 
\ 
Consequently, the value Vt, k).inf[0] can be obtained that represents 
the total number of feasible routes for wire k from the source (xq, yo) to the 
sink {xt, yt)- Then, we will repeat the same steps from the sink (xt, yt) to the 
source (xo, yo) to calculate gi{x, y, A:).m/[z]'s by following equation: 
= gi{x + 1, y, k).inf[i - 1] + gi{x,y 1, k).inf[i - 1: 
n = 二�w g八工,y, k).仏作]X b_success{x,y) 
！ V3 for 1 < z < up 
(5.2) 
Vi for z = 0 
Finally, the total number of feasible routes passing through the grid at 
(x, y) and a buffer is inserted at (x, y) can be computed as: 
f (工 y _ j7o(j,y.Ar).2n/[0]x^ i(x,y,/c).m/[0] 
1�，"，) b_success(x,y) . 
In addition, the total number of feasible routes passing through the grid (x, y) 
and no buffer is inserted at (x, y) can be computed as： 
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follows: 
Fo{xo + 1, yo, k) = go(xo + 1, yo, k)Anf[l] x gi{xo + 1, yo, A:).m/[1] + 
go{xo + 1, yo, k).inf[l] x gi{xo + 1，yo, A:).m/[2] + 
go{xo + l,yo,k).inf[2] x gi{xo + l,yo,k).inf[l 
二 1.0 X 1.0 + 1.0 X 1.6 + 1.0 X 0.0 
二 2.6 
Fi(xo + 1,2/0,^) = to.nm.t^.nm 
= 0 . 0 
— 2 . 6 + 0 . 0 
一 3.1 
= - M . 
— 1 . 5 5 
From the example, we can see that the result of F{xq + 1, ?/o, k) obtained by 
dynamic programming is the same as counting the route from figure 5.3. As a 
result, we can compute F{xq + 1,2/0, effectively. 
5.3.2 Time Complexity 
According to this congestion estimation model, we need to scan the array at 
each grid from the source to the destination for each net. Therefore, the time 
complexity is 0{mxk x up) where k is number of grids scanned for each net, m 
is number of nets and up is the upper bound of the buffer insertion constraint. 
If the floorplan is divided into K x K grids, we need to scan at most K'^ grids 
for each net. Moreover the upper bound in the buffer insertion constraint is 
also bounded by the length of the wires. (It is bounded by 2K). Therefore, 
the time complexity of this congestion estimation is only 0(ni x /C'^ ). 
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5.4 Buffer Planning 
In this section, we will show how we can estimate the buffer usage at each 
grid (x, y), bjusage{x^ y) and calculate the probability of successful buffer in-
sertion at each grid (x, ？/), b-success{x, y). Such information will be used in 
calculation of the congestion information that we have discussed it in section 
5.3.1. 
5.4.1 Estimation of Buffer Usage 
According to the flexible interval buffer insertion constraint, buffers can be 
inserted at flexible locations as long as adjacent buffers are at a distance 
X G [low, up] from each other. There are thus several feasible ways of buffer 
insertion satisfying the constraint for each route. The probability that a route 
I of wire k will insert a buffer at grid (x, y), b-insert(oc, y, I, k), should be cal-
culated in order to estimate the amount of buffer usage, bjasage{x, y). Given 
a possible route I of wire k with source S and sink T and the buffer insertion 
constraint [up, low], the total number of feasible ways of buffer insertions total 
can be obtained. We assume that all feasible ways of buffer insertions have 
the same probability of being used in the routing stage. The probability that 
a grid (x, y) is required to have a buffer inserted for a route I of wire k can 
then be calculated as follows. 
where dist is the Manhattan distance of the grid {x,y) from the source S, 
total is the total number of feasible ways of buffer insertions for I, N{dist) is 
the number of feasible ways of buffer insertions for route I that will insert a 
buffer at a grid of distance dist from the source and bJnsert(x, y, /，k) is the 
probability that the route I will insert a buffer at grid (x,y). An example is 
shown in figure 5.6. 
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All feasible ways of buffer insertions satisfying the 
buffer insertion constraints for a route I of wire k 
_ I 1 丄 3 丄 5 上 7 I A/(1) = 0 bJnsert{Xo+1 ,y^J,k) = 0/4 = 0.00 
(WirelenqthisS low 工 N�=2 b_/nsert(x。+2’y。,/’/c) = 2/4 = 0.50 
s 2 and l i s 3) I q I • I • 丨 I t I 零）=二 bjnsert{x,^3,y,l,k} = 2/4 = 0.50 
IS 2 and up IS 3) 一 JL M4) = 1 bjnsert{x^-f4,y,,l,k) = 1/4 = 0.25 
I c l I • • I I t I M5) = 2 b_/nsert(x。+5，y。,/,/c) = 2/4 = 0.50 I I • • I I • I N{6) = 2 bJnsert{x^+G,y^,l,k) = 2/4 = 0.50 
• : buffer |s| I • I • | t ]斤 bjnsert{x^+7,yj,k) = 0/4 = 0.00 
Figure 5.6: Example of calculating the probabilities of successful buffer inser-
tion at each grid 
In the example of figure 5.6, there are four feasible ways of buffer insertions 
satisfying the buffer insertion constraints, so total is equal to four. Consider 
the grid (xq + 4,yo)，its distance from the source S is equal to four, so dist is 
four. There is only one feasible way of buffer insertion that will insert a buffer 
at a grid of distance four from the source, so N(4) is equal to one and the 
probability that grid (xq + 4, y � ) is required to have a buffer inserted can be 
calculated as follows: 
bJnsert{xo + 4, yo, h k) = ~ ^ 
_ 1 
二 4 
We can compute these b-insert{x, y, I, k) from cnt(D, up, low) where cnt{D, up, low) 
is the total number of feasible ways of buffer insertion from a grid A to another 
grid B such that D is the unit grid distance between A and B, (note that either 
there is a buffer which is inserted at both A and B or they are either source 
or sink) and up and low are the bounds in the buffer insertion constraint. The 
probability of successful buffer insertion at a grid (x, y) of distance dist from 
the source can be calculated as: 
h-insertix v I k) = cnt{dist,up,low) x cnt{length~dist,up,low) 
_ 、 ， y , ， 乂 cnt{length,up,low) ， 
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where length is the length of route I, cnt{dist, up, low) is the number of feasible 
ways of buffer insertion from the source to grid (x, y), cnt(Jength—dist, up, low) 
is the number of feasible ways of buffer insertion from the grid {x, y) to the 
sink and cnt{}ength, up, low) is the number of feasible ways of buffer insertion 
from the source to the sink. In order to compute the probability of buffer 
insertion, b_insert(x,y,l,k), at each grid (x, y) for every route I and wire k 
efficiently, two methods based on dynamic programming are used to calculate 
cnt[D,up,low). In both methods, cnt{D, up^ low) can be calculated, saved 
and reused. Such two methods are called the forward recursive method and 
the backward recursive method. 
Forward Recursive Method to Compute cnt{D, up, low) 
The forward recursive method works by searching and counting the number of 
feasible ways of buffer insertions that satisfies the buffer insertion constraint. 
For each successful way of buffer insertion found, the number accumulated 
will be increased by one. Finally, the total number of feasible ways of buffer 
insertions between two points of distance D, cnt{D, up, low), will be obtained. 
The algorithm is shown in figure 5.7 and an example is shown in figure 5.8. 
For the example in figure 5.8, D is equal to eight and the upper and lower 
bound of the buffer insertion constraint are three and two respectively, so 
up = 3 and low = 2. At the beginning, the function of cnt(8, 3, 2) is called. 
We will then try to insert the first buffer at the grid (xq + 2, yo) that is at 
a distance low from the source S. The function cnt{6, 3, 2) is then called 
recursively. (Note that after the return of cnt{6, 3’ 2), cnt{5, 3, 2) will be called 
because we can also insert the first buffer at the grid (xo + 3’ yo) that is at a 
distance three from the source S.) When cnt{6, 3, 2) is called, we will try to 
insert the second buffer at the grid {xq + 4, yo) that is at a distance low from 
the first buffer. The function cnt(4, 3，2) is then called recursively again. This 
process will repeat until cnt(2，3，2) is called and "1" will be returned because 
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Forward recursive method: cnt{D, up, low) 
Input: Distance between the two target grids, D 
Lower bound of buffer insertion constraint, low 
Upper bound of buffer insertion constraint, up 
Output: Total number of feasible ways of buffer insertions satisfying the 
buffer insertion constraint, total 
total = 0 
up-limit = min(up, D) 
for (i = low; i < up-limit; i + +) 
a D-i = 0 
total = total + 1 
else a D - i > 0 
total = total + cnt{D — i, up, low) 
return total 
Figure 5.7: The algorithm of Forward recursive method 
the final value of D {D = 2) is lying between low and up. In general, the 
function cnt{D, up, low) will be called recursively until all the feasible ways of 
buffer insertions are found. The formula is shown below: 
" n , � I T.Ziow9i{D,i,up,low) if D > low 
cnt�U, up, LOW)= < 
I 0 if < low, 
cnt{D — i, up, low) if D > i 
where gi{D, i, up, low) = < 1 if D = i 
0 if D <i 
\ 
According to forward recursive method, the number of recursive calls, ri 
can be calculated as follows: 
n = 1 + L> - 1 + (D - 2) + . • • + (D - ixp) 
= l + f(2D-up-l) 
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cnt(8, 3, 2) cnt(6, 3, 2) cnt(4, 3, 2) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 D becomes 6 3 4 5 6 7 D becomes 4 5 6 7 
> — ^ [ ^ E I H Z H ] accepted, total = 1 
D = 8,up = 3and/oiv=2 \ \ lowTo^up 
\\ ^ [ E D U E rejected, total = 1 
\ \ \ , , _ , _ , D丫/oiv 
\ \ [ ^ J ^ ^ J Q J ^ ^ m ^ rejected, total = 1 
• \ \ D^low 
:buf fer insertion \ \ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
\ rejected, total = 1 
\ D < low 
� _ ^ accepted, total = 2 
low^ D ^up 
I 
I 
Figure 5.8: Example of the forward recursive method 
Backward Recursive Method to Compute cnt{D, up, 1) 
The backward recursive is a faster method but it has a limitation that the 
lower bound of the buffer insertion constraint must be one. It counts the num-
ber of infeasible ways of buffer insertions by looking at the first position where 
a violation occurs. Finally, it can find out the total number of infeasible ways 
of buffer insertions, failJotal. Since the total number of ways for buffer inser-
tions is the total number of feasible ways of buffer insertion satisfying the 
buffer insertion constraint, total, can be calculated as 2乃—i — fail-total. The 
detail algorithm is shown in figure 5.9 and an example is shown in figure 5.10. 
For the example in figure 5.10, D is equal to eight and the upper and 
lower bound of the buffer insertion constraint are three and one respectively, 
so x^p = 3 and low = 1. At the beginning, cnt{8, 3,1) is called. We will first 
count the number of ways of buffer insertion such that the first violation occurs 
at the leftmost possible grid. This occurs when the first buffer is not inserted 
until the grid (xq + 4, y�) because the interval between the source S and the 
first buffer is greater than up and the buffer constraint cannot be satisfied. All 
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Backward recursive method: cnt{D,up^ 1) 
Input: Distance between the two target grids, D 
Upper bound of buffer insertion constraint, up 
Output: Total number of possible ways of buffer insertions satisfying the 
buffer insertion constraint, total 
total = 2^—1 
for (i = 0; 2 < D — up — 1; i + +) 
total = total - 2D-—-1 * cnt(i, up, 1) 
return total 
Figure 5.9: The algorithm of backward recursive method 
Number of infeasible ways 
for buffer insertions 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Dis 8,/oiv is l and up is 3 Case1: [s\~\ 丨丨 | | 丨 |T| cnt{0, up, 1) * 
: buffer insertion ‘ v  
“ cnt{0, up, 1) 
」：don't care Case 2: I S H I I | I I |T| c叫 1, up, * 
:the region satisfying the — — — v • ！ — 
U buffer constraints cnt(1 up! 2一 
Case 3: • ~ [ T | cnt{2, up, 1)會 
cnt{2, up, 1) • 2— • 
I I 
• • 
Figure 5.10: Backward recursive method 
the ways that insert the first buffer after the grid (xo + 3, yo) are infeasible. 
As a result, the total number of infeasible ways of buffer insertion in this case 
is equal to 2')-叩-丄，i.e., Then if the first violation occurs at the grid 
(xo + 5, ijo), the total number of infeasible ways of buffer insertion in this case 
is equal to C7ii(l, up, 1 ) x 叩一2，i.e., cnt{l, up, 1 ) x 2'\ Notice that since the 
first violation occurs at the grid ( tq + 5. "•)，those insertions in front must be 
correct and we have made use of the recursive call cnt{l, up, 1 j to count those 
feasible insertions in front. In this way. the function will be called recursively 
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to obtain the result cnt[D, up, 1). The general formula is shown below: 
0 if = 0 
cnt(D,up,l)= < 
g2(D,up) if D>0, 
\ 
、 D—up—1 
where 仍 u p ) = - ^ x cnt(i, up, 1) 
According to the backward recursive method, the number of recursive calls, 
7*2 can be calculated as: 
� 2 = 1 + p - i / ; ? — l ) + (l + . . . + (D — — 2 ) ) 
=D ^p I {D-2up-l){D-2up-2) 
2 
Assuming that the time required for each recursive call is similar for the 
two methods, we find that that the backward recursive method is faster when 
up > f: 
r2 - Ti < 0 
(1 + (L> — u p - l ) + (l + . . . + (L> —2up- l ) ) )— < 0 
(1 + — 1) + — 2) + . • • + — up)) 
{D - 5up){D - up - 1) < 0 
D — 5up < 0 
D 
u p �i 
As a result, we can combine the two methods to find the total number of 
feasible ways of buffer insertions satisfying the buffer constraints efficiently. 
The algorithm is shown in figure 5.11. 
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Combined method: cnt{D, up, low) 
Input: Distance between the two target grids, D 
Lower bound of buffer insertion constraint, low 
Upper bound of buffer insertion constraint, up 
Output: Total number of feasible ways satisfying the 
buffer insertion constraint, total 
if (up > 警）and (low = 1) 
total = backward recursive method 
else 
total = forward recursive method 
return total 
Figure 5.11: The algorithm of combined method 
Finally, given the distance {length) of a route I of a wire k running from a 
source 5 to a sink T and the distance {dist) from the source to a grid (x, y). 
We can compute the total number of feasible ways of buffer insertions from S 
to T such that a buffer is inserted at (x, y) as: 
cnt{dist, up, low) x cnt{length — dist, up, low) 
Therefore, the probability that a buffer is required at grid (x, y) for route I of 
wire k is: 
b insert (a： V I k) = cnt(jiist,uj)’low>cnt(length—dist’up，low)  
一 V ， 乂 cnt(length,up,low) 
Note that these values can be computed, saved and reused for the wires of the 
same length. 
5.4.2 Estimation of Buffer Resources 
In order to obtain the congestion information, we need to compute the proba-
bility of successful buffer insertion at each grid. We have shown in the above 
section the computation of the probability that a route I of wire k will insert 
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a buffer at a grid (cc,y), i.e., bjinsert{x, y, /, A;), the total number of buffer 
insertions at grid (x, y), bjasage{x, y), can then be calculated as: 
b.usage{x, y) = J^aii wire k and all route I b-insert{x, y, I, k) 
As a result, the probability of successful buffer insertion at grid (x, y), bsuccess(x, y), 
can be calculated as: 
where bspace{x, y) is the number of buffers that can be inserted at grid (x, y) 
which is dependent on the amount of empty space in grid (x,y). From the 
equation, we can see that if the amount of the empty space of the grid (x, y) 
is large enough to accommodate for all possible buffer insertions, the value of 
b-success(00, y) is equal to one. Otherwise, it is equal to bspace{x, y)/bjasage{x, y). 
5.5 Two-phases Simulated Annealing 
Simulated annealing is an iterative and non-deterministic optimization tech-
nique. In simulated annealing, all the moves that result in a decrease in cost 
will be accepted. The moves that result in an increase in cost are accepted 
with a probability that decreases over the iterations. The algorithm is shown 
in figure 5.12. 
In this floorplanner, the simulated annealing process is divided into two 
phases. They are the area optimization phase and the congestion optimiza-
tion phase. In the area optimization phase, the congestion information is less 
meaningful because the locations of the modules are still far from its final 
position. Thus, the cost function used in this area optimization phase does 
not include the congestion cost and buffer insertion cost. The cost function is 
shown below: 
Costo = Area + a x Wire, 
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Simulated Annealing 
temp = init-temper tur e 
place = init—placement 
while temp > finaLtemperature do 
while inner -loop 一 criterion 二 FALSE do 
new-place =PERTURB (p/ace) 
A C =COST{new^place)-COST{place)) 
if (AC < 0) and RANDOM(0,1) > e盖 
place = new -place 
temp =SCHEDULE(temj9)  
Figure 5.12: Simulated Annealing 
where Area is the area of the floorplan and Wire is the total wirelength and 
a is a parameter. 
In the congestion optimization phase, the intermediate solutions are close 
to the final packing. Therefore, the congestion information is meaningful and 
should be included. The cost function is shown below. 
Costi = Area + a x Wire + x M—weight, 
where Area is the area of the floorplan, Wire is the total wirelength (it will 
be discussed in section 5.6)，M—weight is the average number of wires in the 
top ten percent most congested grids and a and /? are parameters. 
In the transitional period from the area optimization phase to the con-
gestion optimization phase, we need to re-calculate the temperature because 
the order of magnitude of the cost may change a lot and the acceptance rate 
will drop or rise unexpectedly if we do not adjust the temperature. As a re-
sult, we need to use a new temperature to maintain the acceptance rate. To 
achieve this, we will first obtain the mean value of ACost from a number of 
random walks on changing the packings before the phase change, and we will 
then obtain the mean value of Anew—Cost from a number of random walks 
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on changing the packings using the new cost function after the phase changes. 
The new temperature temp can be computed as below: 
temp = X old-temp 
By using temp, the acceptance rate can be maintained and the change of 
the cost function can be performed smoothly. 
5.6 Wirelength Estimation 
In this stage, the positions of the I/O pins in the modules are not yet fixed and 
the modules will usually cover a number of grids. Therefore, the assumption on 
the locations of the I/O pins will affect the results significantly in our method. 
Consequently, we need to estimate reasonably the positions of the I/O pins in 
order to compute the interconnect costs and congestion cost accurately. We 
have discussed it in more detail in section 4.6 of chapter 4. 
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Figure 5.13: Intersection-to-intersection estimation 
In order to distribute the I/O pins into the grids appropriately, intersection-
to-intersection method is (figure 5.13) is used. This is an appropriate method 
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for our floorplanner since the estimated positions of the I/O pins will be similar 
to those in the final design and the buffer locations can be estimated more 
accurately. However, extra calculations are needed which may lead to slower 
speed. 
5.7 Multi-pin Nets Handling 
In our design, congestion estimation with flexible buffer block planning can be 
applied when all the nets are two-pin wires only. In order to handle multi-pin 
nets, we need to decompose the multi-pin nets into a set of two-pin wires by 
using minimum spanning tree (MST). We have discussed it in more detail in 
section 4.7 of chapter 4. 
5.8 Experimental Results 
amiss ami4Q pi ay out 
1 Grid length (譯） 60 400 50 
Enlargement 10 1 10 
2 Wiring Capacity" 6 18 60 
up 一 3 2 3 
low 6 4 6 
1 Before enlargement 
2 Wiring Capacity is the maximum number of wire that can pass through 
each grid 
Table 5.1: Configuration of the experiments 
We have implemented three floorplanners, a traditional floorplanner F1 
based on simulated annealing without considering congestion and buffer plan-
ning, a routability-driven floorplanner F2 based on simulated annealing using 
the probabilistic model for buffer planning with variable interval buffer inser-
tion constraint, and another routability-driven floorplanner F3 that is similar 
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p ami33 amiAQ pi ay out 
lases F l I F3 Fl F3 Fl I F3 
1293.44 1296.61 39454.41 39754.35 990.58 992.54 
(10〜?n勺 
Wirelength 20.64 20.59 399.75 379.80 306.76 275.55 
( 1 0 � m)  
1 Congestion 3.07 2.13 0.08 0.08 19.61 18.48 
No of un- 14 75 9.63 13.13 9.88 163.88 115.88 
rout able wires 
127.71 1333.90 151.56 3573.79 494.45 11680.80 
� 
1 Average number of nets per 1 0 ^ f o r the top 10% most congested grids 
2 Experiments are performed using Pentium 4 1.2GHz with 512Mb memory 
3 Before enlargement 
Table 5.2: Comparison between Fl and F3 
to F2 except that two-phases simulated annealing is used. The data sets used 
in the experiments are amiSS^ amiAQ and play out. The configuration of the 
experiments is shown in table 5.1. The buffer insertion constraint [low, up 
used are [3,6], [2,4] and [3,6] respectively in terms of grid lengths (approxi-
mately equal to [2100/im, 4200/im]). The value of low and up are computed 
as below: 
/ _ — V R o * C o 
qjiyj — V Ro*Co 
P {lQ*g-.unit) 
Q-unit is the length of a grid and the others are the physical parameters in the 
0.18/xm technology. The above equations are optimized from the equation 4.1 
by assuming Rd = Rb and Cl = Cb (The detail step is done on p.76 of 
in [44]). Notice that the sizes of the modules are enlarged for demonstration 
of the effect of buffer block planning. We have implemented a simple global 
router (we will discuss it in detail in chapter 6) to evaluate the performance of 
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p amiSS amiAQ playout 
c a s e s F2 | F 2 | 一 F 2 ] — 
j r e a 1336.61 1296.61 39921.69 39754.35 1008.87 992.54 
Wirelength 22.73 20.59 408.25 379.80 296.56 275.55 
[Wfim) 
1 Congestion 2.16 2.13 0.08 0.08 17.76 18.48 
No of un- 9 00 9.63 10.00 9.88 115.88 115.88 
rout a Die wires 
2124.00 1333.90 9805.00 3573.79 54541.00 11680.80 
� 
1 Average number of nets per lO^fim^ for the top 10% most congested grids 
2 Experiments are performed using Pentium 4 1.2GHz with 512Mb memory 
3 Before enlargement 
Table 5.3: Comparison between F3 and F2 
the floorplanners. In the router, the nets will be routed one after another and 
a wire is unroutable when it cannot be routed form the source to the sink in 
the shortest Manhattan distance and satisfying the buffer and congestion (we 
assume that there is limitation on the number of wires in each grid) constraints. 
Comparing F1 and F3 in table 5.2, we can see that the differences between 
F1 and F3 on area are very small but F3 can reduce the total wirelength, 
congestion and number of unroutable wires significantly. It demonstrates the 
effectiveness of our probabilistic congestion model in reducing the interconnect 
cost in floorplan design. Notice that the area penalty of F3 is very small and 
the running time is only double that of Fl. 
Table 5.3 shows the comparison between F2 and F3. We can see that the 
performance of F2 and F3 are similar except that the runtime of F3 is much 
smaller. This demonstrates that the two-phases simulated annealing approach 
can reduce the runtime of the whole floorplanning process significantly without 
any degradation in performance. 
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5.9 Remarks 
In this floorplanner, all routes have equal chance being selected. However, 
simpler routing patterns are more commonly used in real cases. It means that 
there are more routes that have fewer bends. In our design, we can consider 
this condition by applying dynamic programming. 
5.10 Summary 
In this chapter, we present a new congestion model to compute the congestion 
information taking into account buffer planning with variable interval buffer 
insertion constraint. The estimations are based on the supply and demand 
analysis of routing and buffer resources, where the supply is determined by 
the floorplan solution (the amount of empty space) and the demand is deter-
mined by the interconnect structure. Computations of the congestion informa-
tion in our model are quite complicate but they can be performed efficiently 
by dynamic programming. Experimental results show that our floorplanner 
can reduce the interconnect cost efficiently without much penalty in area. In 
addition, the runtime can be improved significantly without degradation in 




In order to evaluate the congestion and routability of the floorplanners in 
chapter 5, we have implemented a simple global router by using dynamic pro-
gramming. In this router, the wire are routed based on the following criteria: 
congestion of each grid and number of buffers. We will discuss this router in 
detail in this chapter. 
6.2 Overview of the Global Router 
In this section, we will give a brief overview of the simple global router. First, 
the floorplan will be divided into a grid structure. The nets will then be 
decomposed into two-pin wires and the wires will be routed one after another. 
Each wire will be routed once only. If a wire can be routed from its source to 
its sink in the shortest Manhattan distance without violating the congestion 
constraint and the buffer insertion constraint, the wire is said to be routable. 
Otherwise, it is unroutable. 
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6.3 Buffer Insertion Constraint and Conges-
tion Constraint 
In our design, we assume that there is a limitation on the number of wires in 
each grid. We need to apply this congestion constraint because the routing 
resources in each grid are limited in the real cases. As a result, a wire can 
pass through a grid only if the number of wires in that grid has not reached 
the maximum and the congestion constraint can be satisfied. It means that a 
wire can pass through a grid only if there is enough routing resources. 
In addition, the wires should also satisfy the buffer insertion constraint. 
In order to satisfy the timing constraint, we can insert buffers to reduce the 
fanout delay. However, buffer insertions may also increase the net delay. As a 
result, the number of buffer insertions and their locations should be controlled. 
In our buffer insertion constraint, adjacent buffers are required to be inserted 
at intervals of distance d where d is between a lower bound low and an upper 
bound up in order to satisfy the time constraint. The values of low and up are 
estimated analytically as below: 
low = ^ R�*Co  
(2*10*g-unit)， 
郷 — V R o * C o 
where gjunit is the length of a grid and the others are the physical parameters 
in the 0.18/xm technology. Rb is the buffer resistance, Cb is the buffer capaci-
tance, Db is the intrinsic delay of a buffer, R � i s the unit wire resistance and 
Co is the unit wire capacitance. The above equations are optimized from the 
equation 4.1 by assuming Rd = Rb and Cl = Cb (The detail step is done on 
p.76 of in [44]). 
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6.4 Multi-pin Nets Handling 
In our router, we hope to perform global routing in an efficient way. The router 
perform routing by using minimum spanning tree (MST). Rectilinear steiner 
tree (RST) is the most commonly algorithm used in global routing but its run 
time is much slower than minimum spanning tree. MST may over-estimate the 
congestion because of the overlapping net segments, However, this conservative 
estimation will not affect the routing result significantly. According to the 
paper [11], the total length of an MST can be reduced at most by 6% to 9% 
only by removing all the overlapping net segments to get a corresponding RST. 
6.5 Routing Methodology 
During the routing process, we will find the best route for each wire based on 
the following criteria in decreasing order of priority: 
• The route passes through less congested grids. 
• The route requires less buffers to be inserted. 
• The route passes through grids with more empty space such that more 
buffers can be inserted for other wires. 
——,_^————,——g{x,y).space-^0 I 2 I 4__[ 0 [ 0 I 0 
1 I 丄 I g(x,y).cong—^__0__6__0__6 6 
I I I X I I I I ~ 0 0 1 4 0 Y 
~ ‘ ^ 丨 I ‘ I 丨 
Figure 6.1: Construction of table with information of congestion and empty 
space 
When a floorplan is given, we first divide the floorplan into a grid structure. 
A table is then constructed that contains the congestion information and the 
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number of buffer insertions allowed at each grid. An example is shown in 
figure 6.1. g{x, y).cong is the congestion of the grid (x, y) and g{x, y).space is 
the maximum number of buffers that can be inserted at the grid (x, y). 
g{0,0).space-^0 [ 2 [ 4__[ 0 I 0 I 0 
g{Ofi).cong—^0' 'Y T T " T 
~ 0 0 1 4 0 ^ — g { 5 , 1 ) . s p a c e 
Figure 6.2: Updated information of congestion and empty space 
After a wire is routed, the g(x, y).cong,s and g(x, y).space,s will be updated 
accordingly. Consider the example in figure 6.2 in which a wire is required to 
be routed from (0,0) to (5,1). We assume that the lower bound of the buffer 
insertion constraint is 2 and the upper bound is 3. In order to satisfy the buffer 
insertion constraint, buffers should be either inserted at the grid (2，1) or at 
grids (2,0) and (3,1). As a result, there are five possible routes and they are 
shown in figure 6.3. 
From such routes, we will select the route such that the maximum conges-
tion on that route is minimum. Therefore, route 4 will be selected though it 
requires two buffer insertions. 
6.6 Implementation 
In order to implement the global router based on the routing methodology 
in section 6.5，we apply dynamic programming. When a wire w is required 
to be routed from the grid (xq, yo) to the grid {xt,yt) where we assume that 
xt is greater than xq and yt is greater than yo. If w should be routed in the 
shortest Manhattan distance, it must pass through either the grid {xt — 1, yt) 
or (xt, yt - 1). If the route passing from the grid (xq, yo) to the grid {xt - 1, yt) 
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Lower bound is 2 • d « • 
and upper bound is 3 • Buffer insertion 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
route 1 I J 丄 i. i Number of buffer insertion = 1 
• • I { I Maximum congest ion = 6 
I I I • • I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I 寒 I • • 
route 2 i j [ i Number of buffer insertion = 1 
I ‘ •-卞 * ‘ “ Maximum congest ion = 8 
I • I I I 
I I I I I I I I • I I I I I I I ! 
route 3 j j 丄 i Number of buffer insertion = 1 
I I I I•！… I I Maximum congest ion = 8 
^ I • I I 
I I I I I I I I I _ _ I I I 
I j mM I 
^ ^ • 睡 - i r ™ T n i i Number of buffer insertion = 2 
I I I • • ！ ！ Maximum congestion = 2 I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I _ _ I I I I I I 
c i i i i Number of buffer insertion = 2 
•_ • • ！ j Maximum congestion = 6 
I I 
• • • I I  1 I I I I 
Figure 6.3: Different possible routes 
is better than the route passing from the grid (xq, yo) to the grid {xt, yt — 1) 
based on our routing methodology, w will pass through (xt — 1, yt) rather than 
{xt, yt — 1). We can thus choose the better one between these two and it will 
form part of the best route from {xq, yo) to {xt,yt)- Similarly, we can find the 
best routes dynamically row by row by comparing the routes from the grid 
(xo, yo) to the grid at its top and to the grid on its left. The pseudo code is 
shown in figure 6.4. 
Assuming that a wire starts from the grid (xo, yo) and ends at the grid 
{xt, yt) and Xt is greater than xq and yt is greater than yo. At the begin-
ning, we will create an array g{x, y).inf[i] for 0 < i < up at each grid (x, y) 
bounded by the grid (xq, yo) and the grid (xt, yt) where up is the upper bound 
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Global Router 
Input: Congestion information at each grid g(x, y).cong 
Empty Space at each grid, g(x, y).space 
Source of wire, source.x, source.y 
Sink of wire, sink.x, sink.y 
Buffer insertion constraint, lower, upper 
Output: Final route, g{x, y).inf[0] 
for source.x <i< sink.x 
for source.y < j < sink.y 
for 1 < /c < upper 
if i = source.x and j = source.y 
initialize g{x, y).inf[k] 
else 
temp = compare{g{x, y — l).m/[k — l],g{x — 1, y).inf[k — 1]) 
{temp is the better route from (x, y — 1) and (x — 1, y)) 
g{x, y).inf[k — 1] = temp.inf 
if {i,j) / {source.x^ source.y) and {i,f)寺(sink.oo, sink.y) 
g{x, y) Anf [k].path = g(x, y).inf[k].path H- temp.direction 
g{x, y).inf [k].cong = max(g(x, y).inf[k].cong, g(x, y).cong) 
if A; > lower 
g{x, y).inf[0] = compare{g{x, y).inf[k],g{x, y).inf[0]) 
if (i,j) + {source.x^ source.y) and {i, j) • (sink.x, sink.y) 
g{x, y).inf[0].bufjno — y).inf[0].bufjno + 1  
g{x,y).inf[0].buf 二 g{x,y).inf[0].buf +' 1' 
Figure 6.4: Global Router 
of the buffer insertion constraint. We can then store the information of the 
best route passing from the grid {xo,yo) to the grid {x,y) such that the pre-
vious buffer is inserted into a grid that is one grid unit in front of (x, y) in 
g{x,y).inf[l]. The information includes the path of the route and the loca-
tions of the buffers. Similarly, the other best routes such that the previous 
buffer is inserted into a grid which is k grid units in front of the grid (x, y) can 
be stored in y).inf[k]. Remember that k is upper bounded by up. 
First, we initialize g{xo,yo).inf[i] for 0 < z < up. Then we will find 








" T (*f，y) 
Figure 6.5: Procedures of finding routes 
the routes dynamically from left to right and from top to bottom as shown 
in figure 6.5. When we want to find the best routes passing from (xq, yo) 
to (xo + 1,2/0 + 1)，the routes l(xo,yo+i,i)： hxo,yo+i,2), l{xo,yo+i,up) and the 
routes /(xo+i,yo,i)5 k^o+i,yo,2),…，lixo+i,yo,up) have already been found where l(x,y,v> 
the best route passing from (a^ o, yo) to (x, y) such that the previous buffer is 
inserted into a grid that is i grid units in front of (z, y). If we want to find the 
routes passing from (xq, yo) to (xq + 1, yo + 1) such that the previous buffer 
is inserted into a grid that is z + 1 grid units in front of (xq + 1, yo + 1), we 
can simply compare the routes l(xo+i,yo,i) and l(xo,yo+i,i)- If is a better 
route based on our criteria, the route /(a;o+i,yo+i,i+i) will pass through the grid 
(xo + 1, yo) and the information of the route will be stored in g(xo + 1, yo + 
l).inf[i + 1]. In addition, we will find the best route among l(xo+i,yo+i,iow), •••, 
(^xo+i,yo+i,up) and the information of the route will be stored in g(xo + 1，yo + 
l ) . m / [ 0； . 
Finally, 
we can find out the routes l(xt,yt,i)： (^xt,yt,2)5 ..., l{xt,yt,up) dynamically 
and the information of the best route from (xq, yo) to [Xt,yt) will be stored 
in g{xt, yt)-inf[0]. The information includes the path of the route and the 
locations of the buffers. 
Consider an example from figure 6.2, we can follow the algorithm in fig-
ure 6.4 to obtain the same best route. The intermediate values are shown in 
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figure 6.6. First, we initialize p(0,0).inf[i] ioi 0 < i < up by the following 
equations. 
g{0,0).inf[i].cong {0 < i < up) = —1 (maximum congestion along 
the route) 
^(0,0).inf[i].path (0 < i < up) = NULL (path of the route) 
p(0, Q).inf[i].huf (0 < i < up) — NULL (location of buffers) 
0).inf[i].buf-no (1 < z < up) = —1 (number of buffer insertions) 
g{0,0).inf[0].buf^no = 0 
Remember that g{x, y).inf[i] is the information of the routes passing from 
(0，0) to (x, y) such that the previous buffer is inserted into a grid that is i grid 
units in front of the grid (x, y). 
At the grid (1,1), we will select the better route among Z(o，i，i) and /(i’o’i) 
for 0 < 2 < 2. Since l)Anf[i].cong are greater than g{l,0).inf[i].cong 
for 0 < i < 2 that means the routes passing through the grid (0,1) are more 
congested than the routes passing through the grid (1,0), l{i,o,i) is selected. 
As l).cong is eight which is greater than g(l, O).inf[i].cong, g(l, l ) .m/[z + 
l].cong become eight for 0 < i < 2. It is because we need to update the 
maximum congestion on the routes. In addition, it is impossible to insert 
a buffer at the grid (1,1), so g{l, l).inf[0].bufjno is still —1. The value of 
l).inf[0].buf becomes "00" where a '1' ('0') at the nth position in the 
sequence means that a buffer (no buffer) is inerted at the grid which is n grid 
units from (0,0) along the route. In addition, g(l, l).m/[0].path is "hv" since 
the route from the grid (1,0) is selected and (1，0) is above (1,1) (denoted by 
V). 
At the grid (3,1), we will select the better route among Z(3，o，i) and /(2’i’i) for 
0 < i < 2. Since Z(3，o’i) and 1(3,0,2) is better than 2々，i’i) and l{2,i,2) that means 
the routes passing through the grid (3,0) is less congested, ^(3, l).inf[i + 1 
is equal to ^(3, 0).inf[i] for 1 < z < 2. However, buffer cannot be inserted at 
the grid (3, 0) and buffer can be inserted at the grid (2,1)，so Z(2’i’o) is better 
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Figure 6.6: Example of the algorithm 
than �3’o’o) and g{3, l ) .m / [ l ] is equal to g{3,0).m/[0]. Finally, if we want 
to insert a buffer at the grid (3,1), there is one possible route only, which is 
the route /(3’i，2). As a result, l ) .m/[0] is equal to l) .m/[2]. Then 
l).inf[0].bufji,o is increased by 1 and p(3, l).inf[0].buf becomes "0101". 
In addition, g{3, l).inf[0].path is "hhhv" as the route from the grid (3,0) is 
selected and (3,0) is above (3,1). 
Similarly, we can obtain l).inf[i] for 1 < z < 3 dynamically. Then 
we find two possible routes, one is "hhhvhh" that passes through the grids 
(0,0), (1，0)，（2,0), (3，0), (3,1), (4，1) and (5,1)，the maximum congestion is 
6 and one buffer insertion is required and the another one is "hhvhhh" that 
passes through the grids (0,0), (1,0), (2,0), (2,1), (3,1), (4,1) and (5,1), the 
maximum congestion is 6 and two buffer insertions are required. Actually, 
they are route 1 and route 4 in figure 6.3 respectively. Finally, we will pick the 
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best route, route 4. 
6.7 Summary 
In this chapter, we have presented a simple global router based on our routing 
methodology and the router can perform routing efficiently by using dynamic 
programming. There are some limitations on this router. It will route each wire 
once only and all wires must be routed in their shortest Manhattan distances. 
However, this router is detailed enough to evaluate a floorplan output which 
is at very early stage of the design cycle. 
Chapter 7 
Interconnect-Driven 
Floorplanning by Alternative 
Packings 
7.1 Introduction 
Interconnect-driven floorplanners can perform congestion optimization and 
buffer planning effectively but there is a significant penalty on runtime. In 
this chapter, we propose an approach to reduce interconnect cost by searching 
alternative packings. We have found that if there is a packing F containing 
some rectangular supermodules, we can rearrange the blocks in the supermod-
ules to obtain a new packing with the same area as F but with possibly smaller 
interconnect cost. In general, we can apply this approach on the final floor-
plan solution for different purposes such as congestion reduction and buffer 
planning. 
7.2 Overview of the Method 
In this section, we will have an overview of the method of searching alternative 
packings. We define an alternative packing of a floorplan as follows. 
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Definition 7.1 Given a floorplan F of a set of modules, an alternative packing 
of F is another floorplan that has the same area as F independent of the module 
dimensions. 
An example of alternative packings is shown in figure 7.1. In our method, 
we want to find all the alternative packings from a floorplan solution. Gener-
ally, alternative packings can be obtained by flipping some rectangular super-
modules horizontally, vertically or both horizontally and vertically. 
1 丄 2 
/ — ^ ^ 7 \ 
Rectangular _ _ [ _ _ _ 
Supermodule X 4 
SP: (1264753,4567132) 
1 2 I 1 2 I 1 2 
7 ——？ 5 5 
_ _ J _ _ 3 4 3 4 3 
5 |4| j - H 7 7 H - 1 
SP： (1276543,5746132) SP: (1245673,6475132) SP: (1257463,7654132) 
Figure 7.1: Example of alternative packings 
Since all alternative packings have the same area, their areas are not re-
quired to be calculated again. However, the interconnect costs may be different 
because the locations of some modules have been changed. We can then find 
one with the minimum interconnect cost among all the alternative packings. 
It means that the interconnect cost can be further optimized while keeping the 
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area of the packing unchanged. In our floorplanner，we will apply this method 
to further optimize the interconnect cost of the final floorplan. 
7.3 Searching Alternative Packings 
In figure 7.1, there is a rectangular supermodule X containing four modules in 
the packing. We can change the packings while preserving the area by three 
ways: flipping X horizontally, flipping X vertically and flipping X horizontally 
and vertically (we call this a diagonal flip). In the method of searching alter-
native packings, we will use sequence pair to represent a floorplan. We can 
obtain alternative packings with the same area by working on the sequence 
pair representations only. In this section, we will discuss how we can find an 
alternative sequence pair from a given sequence pair (5^i�*S2) such that the 
packing represented by the alternative sequence pairs will have the same area 
as that represented by (5i, independent of the dimensions of the modules. 
7.3.1 Rectangular Supermodules in Sequence Pair 
In order to construct alternative packings, we need to find all the rectangular 
supermodules in the original floorplan solution first. We define a rearrangahle 
module set in a sequence pair as follows. 
Definition 7.2 Given a sequence pair (^i, 5^ 2), a set of two or more modules 
form a rearrangable module set if they form contiguous sub-sequences in both 
and 82-
An example is shown in figure 7.1. In this example, the packing is repre-
sented by the sequence pair (1264753,4567132). The set of modules 4,5,6,7 
have formed contiguous sub-sequences in both �Si and S2. Thus, the set of 
modules {4，5, 6, 7} is a rearrangable module set according to definition 7.2. In 
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addition, the set of modules {4,5,6, 7} will form a rectangular supermodule in 
the packing according to the following theorem. 
Corollary 7.3 Given a sequence pair (Si, S2) and its corresponding packing 
F, the set of modules in a rearrangable module set will form a rectangular 
supermodule in F independent of the dimensions of the modules. 
Proof Given a set of modules Mr in a rearrangable module set. The modules 
in Mr form a contiguous sub-sequence Sri in Si and form a contiguous sub-
sequence Sr2 in 5^ 2. Consider the relationships between the modules in Mr and 
the other modules not in M ” If a module rrii • Mr is on the left of a module 
in Mr, the sequence pair should be�…mi".Sri…，…mi...Sr2...�. It means that 
rrii is on the left of all the modules in Mr. The same argument follows for rrii 
lying on the right of the modules in Mr. Similarly, if a module rrii • Mr is 
above a module in M ” the sequence pair should be (.. 
It means that rrii is above all the modules in M ” The same argument follows 
for rrii lying below the modules in Mr. Thus, the horizontal and vertically 
relationships between the modules in Mr and all the other modules not in Mr 
are identical. As a result, the set of modules in a rearrangable module set will 
form a rectangular supermodule in the packing independent of the dimensions 
of the modules. • 
7.3.2 Finding rearrangable module sets 
In order to construct all the alternative packings (alternative sequence pairs) 
of a given floorplan F, we need to find all the rectangular supermodules (re-
arrangable module sets) in F. In this section, we will discuss how we can find 
all rearrangable module sets from a given sequence pair effectively. Given a 
sequence pair (^i, S2) where = 5iisi2...sin and S2 = S2iS22---S2n where n 
is the total number of modules. If a contiguous sub-sequence in Si contains 
two modules, the sub-sequence should be (SifSn+i) for some 1 < i < n — 1. 
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If a contiguous sub-sequence in Si contains three modules, the sub-sequence 
should be (siiSii+iSn+2) for some 1 < i < n — 2. Similarly, if a contiguous sub-
sequence in Si contains n—1 modules, the sub-sequence should be (sii...sin-i) 
or (Si2...Sin). Notice that the sub-sequences cannot contain more than n — 1 
modules. The total number of contiguous sub-sequences in 
2 + ... + (n - 2) + (n - 1) 
—(n+l)(n-2) 
— 2 
By definition 7.2, a rearrangable module set in the sequence pair (5^ 1， 
should form contiguous sub-sequences in both and S2. Thus, the maximum 
number of rearrangable module sets by looking at S2 is also equal to (时”。(几―2). 
In order to find all the rearrangable module sets, we can scan all the possible 
contiguous sub-sequences from Si or S2 and check whether they also form 
a contiguous sub-sequence in the other sequence. We propose the algorithm 
FRSS (Find rearrangable module set) to find all the rearrangable module sets. 
The FRSS algorithm is shown in figure 7.2. 
In the algorithm, we try to find all the rearrangable module sets by sequen-
tial search. First we obtain a sub-sequence s in ^i. Then we can find the first 
and the last position in S2 for those modules in s. If the difference between 
the first and the last position is equal to the number of modules in s, s is a 
rearrangable module set. In this algorithm, we will first scan the sub-sequence 
S11S12, then we will scan the sub-sequences S12S13 and snsusi^. Finally, we 
will scan the sub-sequences 5in-i5i„, Sin-2<5in-i5in, ..., Sii...«sin. Once we find 
a rearrangable module set, we will store the starting and ending position of 
the rearrangable module set in S2 in the array rs[]. An example is shown in 
figure 7.3. 
Consider the example in figure 7.3, we have the packing represented by the 
sequence pair {81,82) where Si = ahcdefg and S2 = fcbdgae. The x-axis i is 
the last position of the sub-sequence in Si and the y-axis j is the first position 
of the sub-sequence in . 
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FRSS Algorithm 
Input: Total number of modules, n 
A sequence pair, (sn-.-Si^, 52i...52n) 
Output: Total number of rearrangable module sets, count 
An array of the rearrangable module sets, rs[] 
count = 0 
for each j where 1 < j < n 
ssp[j].low = sij.pos 
ssp[j].up = sij.pos (sij.pos is the position of sy in S2) 
for i = 2 to n 
for j = i — 1 downto 1 
if ssp[j].low > sii.pos 
ssp[j].low = sii.pos 
if ssp[j].up < sii.pos 
ssp[j].up = Sii.pos 
if (ssp[j].up — ssp[j].low) = (i — j) and (0 < i — j < n) 
rs[count].end = ssp[j].up 
rs[count]. start = ssp[j].low 
count = count + 1 
Figure 7.2: The algorithm of FRSS 
At the beginning, ssp[j].low and ssp[j].up are all initialized to sij.pos where 
sij.pos is the position of the module Sij in S2. When we consider i = 2 
and j = 1, this corresponds to the sub-sequence ah. The position of a and 
b in S2 are 3 and 6 respectively, so ssp[l].low is 3 and ssp[l].up is 6. Then 
ssp[l].up —ssp[l].low-]-l is equal to 4. It means that the shortest sub-sequence 
in S2 containing both a and b has four modules. However, there are only two 
modules in the sub-sequence ab in Si (it can be computed by z — j + 1 ). It 
means that ab cannot form a contiguous sub-sequence in S2, so it is not a 
rearrangable module set. 
When we consider i = 3 and j = 2, this corresponds to the sub-sequence 
he. The position of b and c in S2 are 2 and 3 respectively, so ssp[2].low is 
2 and ssp[2].up is 3. ssp[2].up — ssp[2].low + 1 is equal to 2, so the shortest 
sub-sequence in S2 containing both b and c has two modules. Since there are 
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SP: (abcdefg, fcbdgae) 
7 (5,5) 
6 rearrangable module sets (1,1) (1 ,5) 
5 A (7,7) (1,7) (1 ,7) 
j 4 / (4，4) (4，7) (1,7) (1,7) 
3 (2,1) (1,7) (1,7) 
2 (3, 3) ( ^ [ ^ X ^ ^ (2, 7) (1,7) (1,7) 
1 (6,6) (3,6) (2，6) (2，6) (2，7) (1,7) (1,7) 
a b c d e f g * ^ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ~ 
i 
Figure 7.3: An example of finding rearrangable module sets by FRSS 
also two modules in the sub-sequence be, be forms contiguous sub-sequences in 
both and S2 and it is a rearrangable module set. 
Similarly, when we consider i = A and j = 2, this corresponds to the sub-
sequence bed. The position of b, c and d in S2 are 2, 3 and 4 respectively, so 
is 2 and ssp[l].u'p is 4. ssp[2].u'p — ssp[l].low + 1 is equal to 3. It 
means that the shortest sub-sequence in S2 containing b, c and d has three 
modules. Since there are three modules in the sub-sequence bed, bed forms 
contiguous sub-sequences in both Si and S2 and it is a rearrangable module 
set. By this algorithm, we will scan all the possible sub-sequences and we have 
the following theorem. 
Corollary 7.4 Given a sequence pair (51,52) of a packing F, all the rear-
rangable module sets in (^i, S2) can be found by the algorithm FRSS. 
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7.3.3 Alternative Sequence Pairs 
In order to construct alternative packings of a given floorplan F described 
by a sequence pair (Si, S2), we need to find the corresponding alternative 
sequence pairs which are obtained by rearranging the modules in one or more 
rearrangable module sets in (Si, 82)- According to theorem 7.3, the modules 
in a rearrangable module set should form a rectangular super module in the 
packing. The rearrangements should be identical to performing horizontal 
flips, vertical flips or diagonal flips on the supermodule. 
Given a sequence s, we use s to denote the sequence obtained by writing 
s in the reversed order. For example, if 5 = 123, s 二 321. We can perform 
horizontal and vertical flip by swapping or reversing the rearrangable module 
sets. An example is shown in figure 7.4. 




Horizontal Flip / Vertical Flip Diagonal Fli|5\ 
各 / € \ 
Sh2= Z S, i S也=S, \ 
~ ~~r ~ 1 
3 T 4 4 
F 1 - 1 
4 1 ~ - 4 ~ 3 3 ~ ~ i - ~ 
- , _ _ _ 2 _ ； _ 2 
V3241 S^： 1423 5出：4312 
S旭:4312 S^:2134 S^： 3241 
Figure 7.4: Example of alternative sequence pairs 
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Vertical Flip 
Figure 7.4 shows a packing corresponding to the sequence pair (^i, S2) 二 
(2134,1423). Note that any packing is a rectangular super module by itself. 
When we perform a vertical flip, we swap Si and S2： S^i — S2 and Sy2 = Si. 
Before swapping, if a module rrii is on the left of rrij in the initial packing, 
rrii should be in front of rrij in both and S2. After swapping, rrii is still in 
front of rrij in both Syi and Sy2. Thus, the horizontal relationships between 
the modules are preserved. On the other hand, if a module rrii is above rrij 
before swapping, mi should be in front of rrij in Si and after rrij in S2. After 
swapping, rrii becomes after rrij in Syi and in front of rrij in Sv2' Thus, the 
vertical relationships between the modules will be reversed. An illustration is 
shown in figure 7.5. 
Horizontal relationship: 
after swapping 
{...rrij... m广，...rrij... rrij...) > {...rrij... irij...，...at?,�., m , . . ) 
Vertical relationship: 
after swapping 
(.../77.... m广， . . . r r i j . . . m丨、..) > {...rri j ... m广. ’ .../r?.... ni j . . .) 
Figure 7.5: Vertical flip 
Horizontal Flip 
When we perform horizontal flip, we reverse and swap the sequences: Shi = §2 
and Sh2 = Si. If a module rrii is on the left of rrij in the original packing, rrii 
should be in front of rrij in both Si and S2 before the reversal but rrii will 
become after rrij after the reversal. Then we perform swapping which has no 
effect on the horizontal relationships between the modules. As a result, the 
horizontal relationships between the modules will be reversed. On the other 
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hand, if a module mi is above rrij in the original packing, rrii should be in front 
of ruj in and after rrij in S2. After the reversal, mi will become after rrij in 
Si and in front of rrij in §2' Then we perform swapping by which the vertical 
relationships will be reversed again. As a result, the vertical relationships 
between the modules are unchanged. An illustration is shown in figure 7.6. 
Horizontal relationship: 
after swapping after reversal 
(•../77,�.. m广 ’ ...rrij... m广) > (...m广..m广，...m". m,..) > {...rrij... m,..., ...nij... /r?广..� 
V e r t i c a l r e l a t i o n s h i p : 
after swapping after reversal 
(••.m广.m广，...rrij... rrij...) > (...m,.. m". ’ ...m,-.. m,..) > (…m丨…m广 ’ ...m广 m,-..) 
Figure 7.6: Horizontal flip 
Diagonal Flip 
Finally, we perform diagonal flip. Actually, this can be considered as perform-
ing a horizontal or vertical flip first and then followed by the other one. Thus 
Sdi = Sh2 = Si and Sd2 = Shi = or Sdi = Sv2 = Si and Sd2 = Syi = S2. 
As a result, Sdi = Si and Sd2 = §2. An illustration is shown in figure 7.7. 
Horizontal relationship: 
after reversal 
(.../77.... r r i j . "， . . . m丨…m , . . ) > (…/？？广 m丨…， . . .m广 m丨•••) 
Vertical relationship: 
after reversal 
(•"m丨…irij...，...rrij...爪广.） > (…m广 /7?广..，...rrij... rrij...) 
Figure 7.7: Diagonal flip 
After finding all the rearrangable module sets, we can obtain the alternative 
packings by applying vertical flips, horizontal flips or diagonal flips on those 
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sub-sequences. As we can apply three types of operations on each rearrangable 
module set, the total number of alternative packings of a floorplan F is upper 
bounded by where k is the number of rearrangable module sets in the 
sequence pair representation of F. It may not be exactly equal to because 
some operations may result in the same packing. An example is shown in 
figure 7.8. From the example, the packing F is identical to the packing Fy. Fy 
is obtained by flipping the rectangular supermodule Y in F vertically but F 
is identical to Fy because the modules in Y are horizontally related only. 
1 丄 2 
Rectangular f 4 5 \ ^ 
Supermodule Y 6 1 
1 2 I 1 2 I 1 2 
3 5 4 3 4 5 g ^ 6 5 4 3 
Fh Fv Fd 
Figure 7.8: Example of identical alternative packing 
7.4 Implementation 
In order to evaluate the method of searching alternative packings on improving 
interconnect cost, we have implemented this method in an interconnect-driven 
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floorplanner that uses half-perimeter estimation on wirelength calculation and 
uses sequence pair as the floorplan representation. In this floorplanner, we 
propose a three step process to reduce interconnect cost. First, we find all 
the rearrangable module sets of a give sequence pair by FRSS. Then 
the alternative sequence pairs are obtained by swapping and reversing some 
rearrangable module sets in Finally, we optimize the interconnect 
cost by selecting the alternative packing with the minimum wirelength. Since 
all the alternative packings have the same area, there is no area penalty on 
picking different alternative packings. 
7.4.1 Re-calculation of Interconnect Cost 
After we find the alternative sequence pairs, we need to re-calculate the inter-
connect cost. It is time consuming if we need to re-construct the horizontal and 
vertical constraint graphs whenever an alternative sequence pair is obtained. 
In our floorplanner, we can calculate the new positions of the modules in 
the alternative packings by the following method. First of all, a rearrangable 
module set will form a rectangular supermodule in the packing. We can thus 
obtain the co-ordinates of the upper right corner {xup, Vup) and the co-ordinates 
of the lower left corner (xiow^Viow) of the rectangular supermodule. Then we 
can estimate the new positions of the modules in the rearrangable module sets 
by the following equations according to the operations. An example is shown 
in figure 7.9. 
For horizontal flip, 
工 new =工 low + (工 up —工 old — length) (7.1) 
Vnew — Void 
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For vertical flip, 
^new ~ 工 old (7.2) 
Vnew = yiow + {Vup — Void height) 
For diagonal flip, 
^new ~ ^low + (工 up ——工 old ——length) (7.3) 
Vnew = yiow + iVup — Void height) 
where {xoid, Void) is the position of the module before flipping, {xnew^Vnew) is 
the position of the module after flipping, and length and height are the length 
and height of the module respectively. 
b 
a  
Vertical flip � . 
(jc J ) jy^ d 
\ upy up^ ^^ 
C - • . - - . X 
： d \height (义/ow’力—) 
a \ I 
b length C 
( I / � J X HorizontaimK. ^ " H  
: a 
(义louM�-义�icf��gth), y � i广  
(义/o�v，y /mv) 
Figure 7.9: Re-calculation of the positions of the modules in the new packing 
From the above equations, we can find the new positions of the modules 
in the alternative packings efficiently. It is because re-construction of the 
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vertical and horizontal constraint graphs is not required. However, the actual 
positions will be slightly different from the estimated ones. An example is 
shown in figure 7.10. 
(6,6) 
丨 顔 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 丨 _ _ 義 _ _ 丨 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 _ _ 丨 靉 議 
鬱 _ _ 顏 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 尋 賤 _ _ 
b 
The packing of 
our calculation/^ a 
( 6 , 6 ) ( 3 2 ) I 
(0,0) ‘ 
Vertical flip 
a b \ . ^ (6,6) 
r 1 
I 
( 0 , 0 ) ( 3 , 0 ) 
Actual packing a 
b 
( 0 , 0 ) ( 3 , 0 ) 
Figure 7.10: Difference between the actual positions of the module and the 
estimated positions 
Consider the example in figure 7.10, if we perform a vertical flip, the posi-
tions of the modules should not be changed. However, the positions of module 
b will be changed from (3,0) to (3,2) according to the equation 7.2. However, 
it does not influence the area of the packing. In addition, the difference in 
wirelength is very small when half-perimeter is employed as the estimation 
method. Results show that the difference should be less than 0.05%. 
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7.4.2 Cost Function 
We use simulated annealing in our floorplanner. Simulated annealing is an 
iterative and non-deterministic optimization technique. We use the following 
cost function: 
Cost = Area + a x Wire 
where Area is the area of the floorplan, Wire is the total wirelength (half-
perimeter estimation is used), a is a parameter. This parameter will be set 
at the beginning of simulated annealing process according to the ratio of im-
portance of the area term and the wirelength term. This can be done by 
performing a sequence of random walks at the beginning of the annealing pro-
cess and sampling the average values of these penalty terms. The value of a 
can then be computed accordingly. 
7.4.3 Time Complexity 
According to the algorithm of FRSS, we need to scan all the possible sub-
sequences. If the packing contains n modules, there will be 2 sub-sequences 
with n—1 modules, 3 sub-sequences with n—2 modules, and n sub-sequences 
with one module. Therefore, we need to scan 2 + 3 + ... + n—1 + n times which 
is equal to (几+2)2(^ —1). As a result, the time complexity is O(n^). 
7.5 Experimental Results 
We have implemented two floorplanners, a floorplanner F1 based on simulated 
annealing that applies the three step process of searching alternative packings 
to reduce the interconnect cost of the final floorplan solution only and a floor-
planner F2 that applies the three step process to reduce the interconnect cost 
of every intermediate floorplan solution in the annealing process. 
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In the experiments, we use half-perimeter estimation in wirelength compu-
tation. The data sets used in the experiments are hp, ami3S, ami49, play out 
and six randomly generated data sets. Each result shown in table 7.2 and 7.3 
is the average value obtained by performing an experiment eight times. The 
information of the data sets are shown in table 7.1. 
Cases No. of modules No. of nets 
randSO.lT 30 1000 
randSOjf 30 IQQQ 
randSO^S “ 30 1000 
~rand50A — 50~ 2500 
rand50.2 50 2500 
randbO.3 ^ 2500 
一 hp — 10 83 
~amiSS ^ 123 
amm — 49 408 
pi ay out 62 1161 
Table 7.1: Information of data sets 
Table 7.2 shows the improvements in wirelength after searching alternative 
packings of the final floorplan solution. As the time penalty for searching 
alternative packings of the final floorplan solution is so small, i.e., less than 
0.1% for all test cases, and the improvement on wirelength is guaranteed, 
it is desirable to apply the method. However, the average improvement on 
wirelength is not big because the number of alternative packings is limited and 
the final solution is already optimized in interconnect cost by the annealing 
process. 
From table 7.2, we can see that the improvement will increase when the 
weight of wirelength in the cost function is reduced. It is because when the 
weight of wirelength in the cost function is reduced, the wirelength will be 
less optimized in the solution of the simulated annealing process. This may 
result in an increase in the differences in wirelength between a packing and 
its alternative packings. As a result, both the average improvement and the 
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ir = 2 r = A 
^ Mean Maximum Mean Maximum 
I cpc 
Improvement Improvement Improvement Improvement 
in Wirelength in Wirelength in Wirelength in Wirelength 
0.11% 0.88%~ 0.32% 1.05% 
randZ^Jl 0.06% — 0.48% 0.079r 0.53% 
randSO.S 0.13% l.Q4%~ 0.32% 1.55% 
0.12% 0.95% 0.23% 1.74% 
0.03% Q.28%~ 0.12% 0.93% 
0.08% — 0.67% 0.46% 1.94% 
hp 0.18% 1.28% 0.52% 4.25% 
0.16% — 0.95% 0.36% 2.74% 
0.06% 0.39%— 0.26% 2.01% 
playout 0.06% 0.19% 0.07% 0.49% 
1 rv^  wirelength*r 
— area 
Table 7.2: Maximum and average improvement on wirelength by applying the 
method of searching alternative packings on the final solution floorplan 
maximum improvement increase when the weight of wirelength in the cost 
function is reduced. 
We compare the floorplanner F1 and F2 in table 7.3. We can see that the 
result between F1 and F2 is similar. However, the runtime of F1 is much 
faster than that of F2. We can conclude that applying the three step process 
of searching alternative packings to reduce the interconnect cost of the final 
floorplan solution is good enough and there is no need to apply the method to 
all intermediate floorplan solutions in the annealing process. 
7.6 Summary 
In this chapter, we present a new method to reduce interconnect cost by search-
ing alternative packings. We found that if a packing F contains some rectangu-
lar supermodules, we can rearrange the blocks in the supermodules to obtain a 
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^ Area Wirelength i Wirelength Runtime 
s (103^^2) (103^^) (103pm) (s) 
1 Fl “ 561.64 656.83 652.5厂 73.98 “ 
�anc/jU_l 562.30 655.49 — - ~ S S L T ^ 
們 n �F l 355.14 592.47 “ 591.3^ 71.59 “ 
m n 似 U �3 5 6 . 7 2 589：^ 441.64— 
^ Fl “ 279.36 525.12 521.08 73.18 “ , 
~F2 280.42 522.08 = 539.19— 
j � 1 Fl “ 578.54 1824.25 1820.81— 188.55 “ 
577.98 1815.46 — 708.63 
�F l 509.09 1786.42" 1784^^ 188.o¥" 
r » a n d % �2 1 1783.1^ - 612.93 
jm ^ Fl 929.61 2392.52 “ 2380.09— 192.37 
" F 2 9 2 8 . 9 8 2382.12 — 6391^ 
- Fl 9 . 8 ^ 5.399 5.389 1.69 
P " T T 9.87^ 5.340 一 
Fl — 1213.47 73.55 73.25 “ 13.49 
~ T 2 1 2 1 3 . 3 0 73.49 — SlTf^ 
Fl 38080 1093.67 1092.09 “ 33.18 
‘‘ 37940 1117.91 — — 89.09 
^ “ 7~ Fl —957.75 676.26 ~~ 675.81 101.36 
测 — F 2 955.14 680.63 — 308.56 
1 Further optimization by searching alternative packings. 
Table 7.3: Comparisons between Fl and F2 
new packing with the same area as F but possibly with an improved intercon-
nect cost. In our implementation, we find all the rearrangable module sets in 
a sequence pair and then obtain the alternative sequence pairs by performing 
swapping or reversing on the rearrangable module sets. The wirelengths of 
the alternative packings can be re-calculated easily without re-construction of 
the horizontal and vertical constraint graphs. According to the experimental 
results, our floorplanner can reduce interconnect cost without any penalty in 
area or runtime. 
Chapter 8 
Conclusion 
In this thesis, we have introduced the basic idea of floorplannning and have 
reviewed the related papers on interconnect-driven floorplanning. There are 
several previous works addressing the interconnect issues in floorplan design. 
Most of them will focus either on the congestion optimization or buffer plan-
ning. 
Thus, we proposed a congestion model for estimating interconnect cost with 
buffer planning in a routability driven floorplanner. By using this probabilis-
tic model, the number of blocked nets, delay and congestion can be estimated, 
taken into account the exact buffer locations and routing blockages. Experi-
mental results show that congestion and delay can be better optimized using 
this congestion model with only a little penalty in area. 
Instead of computing the exact locations of the buffers, we proposed a ijew 
congestion model to compute the congestion information under the variable 
interval buffer insertion constraint. The estimations are based on the sup-
ply and demand analysis of routing and buffer resources, where the supply 
is determined by the floorplan solution (the amount of empty space) and the 
demand is determined by the interconnect structure. Computations of the 
congestion information in our model are quite complicate but they can be per-
formed efficiently by dynamic programming. Experimental results show that 
our floorplanner can reduce interconnect cost for all data sets. 
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Interconnect-driven floorplanners can perform congestion optimization and 
buffer planning effectively but there is also a significant penalty on runtime. 
Thus, we propose a method to reduce interconnect cost by searching alterna-
tive packings. We have found that if there is a packing F containing some 
rectangular supermodules, we can rearrange those blocks in the supermodules 
to obtain a new packing with the same area as F but have smaller intercon-
nect cost. In general, the alternative packings can be obtained by flipping 
either horizontally or vertically or both horizontally and vertically on the rect-
angular supermodules. Experiments show that our floorplanner can reduce 
interconnect cost without any penalty in area and runtime. 
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